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ZARISKI DECOMPOSITIONS ON ARITHMETIC SURFACES
ATSUSHI MORIWAKI
Abstract. In this paper, we establish the Zariski decompositions of arithmeticR-
Cartier divisors of continuous type on arithmetic surfaces and investigate several
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Introduction
Let S be a non-singular projective surface over an algebraically closed field
and let Div(S) be the group of Cartier divisors on S. An element of Div(S) 
Z R
is called an R-Cartier divisor on S. In addition, it is said to be eective if it is a
linear combination of curves with non-negative real coecients. The problem
of the Zariski decomposition for an eective R-Cartier divisor D is to find a
decomposition D = P +N with the following properties:
(1) P;N 2 Div(S) 
Z R.
(2) P is nef, that is, (P  C)  0 for all reduced and irreducible curves C on S.
(3) N is eective.
(4) Assuming N , 0, let N = c1C1 +    + clCl be the decomposition such that
c1; : : : ; cl 2 R>0 and C1; : : : ;Cl are distinct reduced and irreducible curves
on S. Then the following (4.1) and (4.2) hold:
(4.1) (P  Ci) = 0 for all i.
(4.2) The l  lmatrix given by

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In 1962, Zariski [24] established the decomposition in the case where D 2 Div(S).
By the recent work due to Bauer [1] (see also Section 1), P is characterized by the
greatest element in
fM 2 Div(S) 
Z R j D  M is eective andM is nefg:
In this paper, we would like to consider an arithmetic analogue of the above
problem on an arithmetic surface. In order to make the main theorem clear, we
need to introduce a lot of concepts and terminology.
 Green functions for R-Cartier divisors. Let V be an equidimensional smooth
projective variety over C. An element of Div(V)R := Div(V) 
Z R is called an R-
Cartier divisor on V. For an R-Cartier divisor D on V, we would like to introduce
several types of Green functions for D. We set D = a1D1 +    + alDl, where
a1; : : : ; al 2 R and Di’s are reduced and irreducible divisors on V. Let g : V !
R [ f1g be a locally integrable function on V. We say g is a D-Green function of
C1-type (resp a D-Green function of C0-type) on V if, for each point x 2 V, there are
a small open neighborhood Ux of x, local equations f1; : : : ; fl of D1; : : : ;Dl over Ux
respectively and a C1-function (resp. continuous function) ux over Ux such that
g = ux +
lX
i=1
( ai) log j fij2 (a:e:)
holds on Ux. These definitions are counterparts of C1-metrics and continuous
metrics. Besides them, it is necessary to introduce a degenerated version of
semipositive metrics. We say g is a D-Green function of PSHR-type on V if the
above ux is taken as a real valued plurisubharmonic function on Ux (i.e., ux is
a plurisubharmonic function on Ux and ux(y) 2 R for all y 2 Ux). To say more
generally, let L1loc be the sheaf consisting of locally integrable functions, that is,
L1loc(U) = fg : U ! R [ f1g j g is locally integrableg
for an open set U of V, and let us fix a subsheaf T ofL1loc satisfying the following
conditions (in the following (1), (2) and (3), U is an arbitrary open set of V):
(1) If u; v 2 T (U) and a 2 R0, then u + v 2 T (U) and au 2 T (U).
(2) If u; v 2 T (U) and u  v almost everywhere, then u  v.
(3) If  2 OV(U) (i.e.,  is a nowhere vanishing holomorphic function on U),
then log(jj2) 2 T (U).
This subsheaf T is called a type for Green functions on V. Moreover, T is said to
be real valued if u(x) 2 R for any open set U, u 2 T (U) and x 2 U. Using T , we
say g is a D-Green function of T -type on V if the above ux is an element of T (Ux)
for each x 2 V. The set of all D-Green functions of T -type on V is denoted by
GT (V;D). If x < Supp(D), then, by using (2) and (3) in the properties of T , we




( ai) log j fi(x)j2
does not depend on the choice of the local expression
g = ux +
lX
i=1
( ai) log j fij2 (a:e:)
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of g, so that ux(x) +
Pl
i=1( ai) log j fi(x)j2 is called the canonical value of g at x and
it is denoted by gcan(x). Note that gcan 2 T (V n Supp(D)) and g = gcan (a:e:) on
V n Supp(D). Further, if T is real valued, then gcan(x) 2 R.
? H0(V;D) for an R-Cartier divisor D and its norm arising from a Green function. Let




  is a non-zero rational functionon V with () +D  0
)
[ f0g:






Let g be aD-Green function of C0-type onV. For  2 H0(V;D), it is easy to see that
jjg := exp( g=2)jj coincides with a continuous function almost everywhere on
V, so that the supremum norm kkg of  with respect to g is defined by
kkg := ess sup
n
jjg(x) j x 2 V
o
:
 Arithmetic R-Cartier divisors. Let X be a d-dimensional generically smooth
normal projective arithmetic variety, that is, X is a flat and projective integral
scheme overZ such thatX is normal,X is smooth overQ and the Krull dimension
of X is d. Let Div(X) be the group of Cartier divisors on X. As before, an element
of Div(X)R := Div(X)
ZR is called anR-Cartier divisor onX. It is said to be eective
if it is a linear combination of prime divisors with non-negative real coecients.
In addition, for D;E 2 Div(X)R, if D  E is eective, then it is denoted by D  E or
E  D.
Let D be an R-Cartier divisor on X and let g be a locally integrable function
on X(C). A pair D = (D; g) is called an arithmetic R-Cartier divisor on X if F1(g) =
g (a:e:), where F1 is the complex conjugation map on X(C). Moreover,D is said to
be of C1-type (resp. of C0-type, of PSHR-type) if g is a D-Green function of C1-type
(resp. of C0-type, of PSHR-type). More generally, for a fixed type T for Green
functions, D is said to be of T -type if g is a D-Green function of T -type. For
arithmetic R-Cartier divisors D1 = (D1; g1) and D2 = (D2; g2), we define D1 = D2
and D1  D2 as follows:8>><>>:D1 = D2 def() D1 = D2 and g1 = g2 (a:e:);D1  D2 def() D1  D2 and g1  g2 (a:e:):
If D  (0; 0), then D is said to be eective. Further, the set
fM jM is an arithmetic R-Cartier divisor on X andM  Dg
is denoted by ( 1;D].
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? Volume of arithmetic R-Cartier divisors of C0-type. Let dDivC0(X)R be the group
of arithmetic R-Cartier divisors of C0-type on X. For D 2 dDivC0(X)R, we define




  is a non-zero rational functionon X with ( ) +D  0
)
[ f0g;
Hˆ0(X;D) := f 2 H0(X;D) j k kg  1g;













cvol : cPic(X)Q ! R
is proved in [14], where cPic(X)Q := cPic(X) 
Z Q. Moreover, in [15], we introducecPicC0(X)R as a natural extension of cPic(X)Q (for details, see [15] or Subsection 5.1)
and prove that cvol : cPic(X)Q ! R has the continuous extension
cvol : cPicC0(X)R ! R:
Theorem 5.2.2 shows that there is a natural surjective homomorphism
OR : dDivC0(X)R ! cPicC0(X)R
such that cvol(D) = cvol(OR(D)) for all D 2 dDivC0(X)R. In particular, by using
results in [5], [6], [14], [15], [16] and [22], we have the following properties ofcvol : dDivC0(X)R ! R (cf. Theorem 5.2.2 and Theorem 6.6.1):
(1) cvol : dDivC0(X)R ! R is positively homogeneous of degree d, that is,cvol(aD) = adcvol(D) for all a 2 R0 and D 2 dDivC0(X)R (cf. [14], [15]).
(2) cvol : dDivC0(X)R ! R is continuous in the following sense: Let D1; : : : ;Dr,
A1; : : : ;Ar0 be arithmetic R-Cartier divisors of C0-type. For a compact set
B in Rr and a positive number , there are positive numbers  and 0 such
that, for all a1; : : : ; ar; 1; : : : ; r0 2 R and  2 C0(X) with (a1; : : : ; ar) 2 B,Pr0
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Moreover, if D1; : : : ;Dr, A1; : : : ;Ar0 are C1, then there is a positive constant


























for all a1; : : : ; ar; 1; : : : ; r0 2 R and  2 C0(X) (cf. [14], [15]).






where D 2 dDivC0(X)R and t 2 R>0 (cf. [5], [15]).
(4) cvol( )1=d is concave, that is, for arithmetic R-Cartier divisors D1;D2 of
C0-type, if D1 and D2 are pseudo-eective (for the definition of pseudo-
eectivity, see SubSection 6.1), thencvol(D1 +D2)1=d  cvol(D1)1=d + cvol(D2)1=d
(cf. [16], [22]).
(5) (Fujita’s approximation theorem forR-Cartier divisors) IfD is an arithmetic
R-Cartier divisor of C0-type and cvol(D) > 0, then, for any positive number
, there are a birational morphism  : Y ! X of generically smooth and
normal projective arithmetic varieties and an ample arithmetic Q-Cartier
divisor A of C1-type on Y (cf. Section 6) such that A  (D) and cvol(A) cvol(D)    (cf. [6], [22]).
(6) (The generalized Hodge index theorem for R-Cartier divisors) If D is an
arithmeticR-Cartier divisor of (C0 \PSH)-type andD is nef on every fiber
of X ! Spec(Z), then cvol(D)  ddeg(Dd) (see descriptions in “Positivity of
arithmeticR-Cartier divisors” below or Proposition 6.4.2 for the definition
of ddeg(Dd)) (cf. [14]).
? Intersection number of an arithmeticR-Cartier divisorwith a 1-dimensional subscheme.
Let T be a real valued type for Green functions such that C0  T and  u 2 T
whenever u 2 T . LetD = (D; g) be an arithmeticR-Cartier divisor ofT -type. Let
C be a 1-dimensional closed integral subscheme ofX. LetD = a1D1+   +alDl be a
decomposition such that a1; : : : ; al 2 R andDi’s are Cartier divisors. For simplicity,
we assume that Di’s are eective, C * Supp(Di) for all i and that C is flat over Z.
In this case, ddeg(D
C












In general, see Section 5.3. Let Z be a 1-cycle on X with coecients in R, that is,
there are a1; : : : ; al 2 R and 1-dimensional closed integral subschemes C1; : : : ;Cl on
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X such that Z = a1C1 +    + alCl. Then ddeg D j Z is defined by
ddeg D j Z := lX
i=1
aiddeg DCi :
? Positivity of arithmetic R-Cartier divisors. An arithmetic R-Cartier divisor D is
said to be nef if D is of PSHR-type and ddeg(DjC)  0 for all 1-dimensional closed
integral subschemes C ofX. The cone of all nef arithmeticR-Cartier divisors onX
is denoted bydNef(X)R. Moreover, the cone of all nef arithmeticR-Cartier divisors
of C1-type (resp. C0-type) on X is denoted by dNefC1(X)R (resp. dNefC0(X)R).
Further, we say D is big if cvol(D) > 0.
Let dDivNefC0 (X)R be the vector subspace of dDivC0(X)R generated by dNefC0(X)R.
Then, by Proposition 6.4.2,dDivC1(X)R +dDivC0\PSH(X)R  dDivNefC0 (X)R
and the symmetric multi-linear mapdDivC1(X)R     dDivC1(X)R ! R
given by (D1; : : : ;Dd) 7! ddeg(D1   Dd) (cf. Proposition-Definition 6.4.1) extends
to a unique symmetric multi-linear mapdDivNefC0 (X)R     dDivNefC0 (X)R ! R
such that (D; : : : ;D) 7! cvol(D) for D 2 dNefC0(X)R.
 Zariski decompositions on arithmetic surfaces. Let X be a regular projective
arithmetic surface. The main theorem of this paper is the following:
TheoremA (cf. Theorem 9.2.1 and Theorem 9.3.5). Let D be an arithmeticR-Cartier
divisor of C0-type on X such that the set
( 1;D] \dNef(X)R = fM jM is a nef arithmetic R-Cartier divisor on X and M  Dg
is not empty. Then there is a nef arithmetic R-Cartier divisor P of C0-type such that P
gives the greatest element of ( 1;D] \ dNef(X)R, that is, P 2 ( 1;D] \ dNef(X)R and
M  P for all M 2 ( 1;D]\dNef(X)R. Moreover, if we set N = D P, then the following
properties hold:
(1) cvol(D) = cvol(P) = ddeg(P2).
(2) ddeg(P
C
) = 0 for all 1-dimensional closed integral subschemes C with C 
Supp(N).




)  0 for all 1-dimensional closed integral subschemes C with C 
Supp(N), then L = 0.
Note that the condition ( 1;D] \ dNef(X)R , ; is guaranteed if hˆ0(X; aD) , 0
for some a 2 R>0 (cf. Proposition 9.3.2). The above decomposition D = P + N
is called the Zariski decomposition of D and we say P (resp. N) is the positive part
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(resp. the negative part) of the decomposition. For example, let P1Z = Proj(Z[x; y]),
C0 = fx = 0g, z = x=y and ;  2 R>0 with  > 1 and  < 1. Then the positive part
of an arithmetic Cartier divisor
(C0;  log jzj2 + logmaxf2jzj2; 2g)
of (C0 \ PSH)-type on P1Z is
(C0;  log jzj2 + logmaxf2jzj2; 1g);
where  = log=(log  log ) (cf. Subsection 9.4). This example shows that anR-
Cartier divisor is necessary for the arithmetic Zariski decomposition. In addition,
an example in Remark 9.4.3 shows that the Arakelov Chow group consisting
of admissible metrics due to Arakelov-Faltings is insucient to get the Zariski
decomposition.
We assume that N , 0. Let N = c1C1 +   + clCl be the decomposition of N such
that c1; : : : ; cl 2 R>0 and Ci’s are distinct 1-dimensional closed integral subschemes
on X. Let (C1; g1); : : : ; (Cl; gl) be eective arithmetic Cartier divisors of PSHR-type
such that
c1(C1; g1) +    + cl(Cl; gl)  N;
which ispossible byProposition2.4.2 andLemma9.1.3. Then, byusingLemma1.2.3,
the above (3) yields an inequality
( 1)l det
ddeg (Ci; gi)C j > 0:
This is a counterpart of the property (4.2) of the Zariski decomposition on an
algebraic surface. On the other hand, our Zariski decomposition is a refinement
of Fujita’s approximation theorem due to Chen [6] and Yuan [22] on an arithmetic
surface. Actually Fujita’s approximation theorem on an arithmetic surface is a
consequence of the above theorem (cf. Proposition 9.3.7).
LetD be an eective arithmeticR-Cartier divisor of C0-type. For each n  1, we







multC(() + nD) j  2 Hˆ0(X;nD) n f0g
o
C;
Mn(D) = D   Fn(D):
Let V(nD) be a complex vector space generated by Hˆ0(X;nD). It is easy to see that




is anMn(D)-Green function of C1-type (for the definition of distorsion functions,
see Subsection 3.2). Then we have the following:
Theorem B (Asymptotic orthogonality). If D is big, then
lim
n!1
ddeg Mn(D); gMn(D)  Fn(D) = 0:
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 Technical results for the proof of the arithmetic Zariski decomposition. In
order to get the greatest element of ( 1;D] \ dNef(X)R, we need to consider the
nefness of the limit of a convergent sequence of nef arithmeticR-Cartier divisors.
The following theorem is our solution for this problem:
Theorem C (cf. Theorem 7.1). Let X be a regular projective arithmetic surface. Let
fMn = (Mn; hn)g1n=0 be a sequence of nef arithmetic R-Cartier divisors on X with the
following properties:
(a) There is an arithmetic Cartier divisor D = (D; g) of C0-type such that Mn  D for
all n  1.
(b) There is a proper closed subset E of X such that Supp(D)  E and Supp(Mn)  E
for all n  1.
(c) limn!1multC(Mn) exists for all 1-dimensional closed integral subschemes C on
X.
(d) lim supn!1(hn)can(x) exists in R for all x 2 X(C) n E(C).









and that hcanjX(C)nE(C) is the upper semicontinuous regularization of the function given by
x 7! lim supn!1(hn)can(x) over X(C) n E(C).
Moreover, for the first property cvol(P) = cvol(D) of the arithmetic Zariski decom-
position, it is necessary to observe the following behavior of distorsion functions
(cf. Remark 9.3.9), which is a consequence ofGromov’s inequality for anR-Cartier
divisor (cf. Proposition 3.1.1).
TheoremD (cf. Theorem 3.2.3). Let V be an equidimensional smooth projective variety
over C and let D be an R-Cartier divisor on V. Let R =
L
n0 Rn be a graded subring ofL
n0H
0(V;nD). If g is a D-Green function of C1-type, then there is a positive constant
C with the following properties:
(1) dist(Rn;ng)  C(n + 1)3dimV for all n  0.
(2)
dist(Rn;ng)
C(n + 1)3 dimV
 dist(Rm;mg)
C(m + 1)3dimV
 dist(Rn+m; (n +m)g)
C(n +m + 1)3dimV
for all n;m  0.
The most dicult point for the proof of the arithmetic Zariski decomposition
is to check the continuous property of the positive part. For this purpose, the
following theorem is needed:
Theorem E (cf. Theorem 4.6). Let V be an equidimensional smooth projective variety
over C. Let A and B be R-Cartier divisors on V with A  B. If there is an A-Green
function h of C1-type such that ddc([h]) + A is represented by either a positive C1-form
or the zero form, then, for a B-Green function gB of C0-type, there is an A-Green function
g of (C0 \ PSH)-type such that g is the greatest element of the set
GPSH(V;A)gB := fu 2 GPSH(V;A) j u  gB (a:e:)g
modulo null functions, that is, g 2 GPSH(V;A)gB and u  g (a:e:) for all u 2
GPSH(V;A)gB .
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For the proof, we actually use a recent regularity result due to Berman-Demailly
[3]. Even starting fromanarithmeticCartier divisorDofC1-type, it is not expected
that the positive partP is ofC1-type again (cf [17]). It could be thatP is ofC1;1-type.
Acknowledgement. I would like to thank Prof. Bauer, Prof. Caiba˘r and Prof.
Kennedy for sending me their wonderful paper concerning Zariski decomposi-
tions in vector spaces, which were done independently. I also express my hearty
thanks to Prof. Yuan and the referee for their questions and comments.
1. Zariski decompositions in vector spaces
Logically the contexts of this section are not necessary except Lemma 1.2.3.
They however give an elementary case for our considerations and provide a good
overview of our paper.
1.1. In the paper [1], Bauer presents a simple proof of the existence of Zariski
decompositions on an algebraic surface. Unfortunately, he uses liner series on
the algebraic surface to show the negative definiteness of the negative part of the
Zariski decomposition. In this section, we would like to give a linear algebraic
proof without using any materials of algebraic geometry. The technical main
result for our purpose is Lemma 1.2.3. After writing the first draft of this paper,
Bauer, Caiba˘r and Kennedy kindly informed me that, in the paper [2], they had
independently obtained several results similar to the contexts of this section. Their
paper is written for a general reader.
LetV be a vector space overR. Let e = feg2 be a basis ofV and let = fg2
be a family of elements of HomR(V;R) such that (e)  0 for  , . This pair
(e;) of e and  is called a system of Zariski decompositions in V.
Let us fix several notations which work only in this section. For  2 , the
coecient of x at e in the linear combination of x with respect to the basis e is
denoted by x(; e), that is, x =
P
 x(; e)e. Let e be an order relation of V given
by
x e y def() x(; e)  y(; e) for all  2 :
We often use y e x instead of x e y. Supp(x; e), [x; y]e, ( 1; x]e, [x;1)e, Nef()
and Num() are defined as follows:8>>>>>>>>>>>><>>>>>>>>>>>>:
Supp(x; e) := f 2  j x(; e) , 0g;
[x; y]e := fv 2 V j x e v e yg;
( 1; x]e := fv 2 V j v e xg;
[x;1)e := fv 2 V j v e xg;
Nef() :=
n
v 2 V j (v)  0 for all  2 
o
;
Num() := fv 2 V j (v) = 0 for all  2 g:
For an element x of V, a decomposition x = y+ z is called a Zariski decomposition
of x with respect to (e;) if the following conditions are satisfied:
(1) y 2 Nef() and z e 0.
(2) (y) = 0 for all  2 Supp(z; e).
(3)
n
x 2 P2Supp(z;e)R0e j (x)  0 for all  2 Supp(z; e)o = f0g.
We call y (resp. z) the positive part of x (resp. negative part of x).
The purpose of this section is to give the proof of the following proposition.
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Proposition 1.1.1. For an element x of V, we have the following:
(1) The following are equivalent:
(1.1) A Zariski decomposition of x with respect to (e;) exists.
(1.2) ( 1; x]e \Nef() , ;.
(2) If a Zariski decomposition exists, then it is uniquely determined.
(3) If a Zariski decomposition of x with respect to (e;) exists and the negative part z
of x is non-zero, then z has the following properties:
(3.1) Let Q be the matrix given by ((e));2Supp(z;e). Then
( 1)#(Supp(z;e)) detQ > 0:
Moreover, if Q is symmetric, then Q is negative definite.
(3.2) feg2Supp(z;e) is linearly independent on V=Num().
1.2. Proofs. Here let us give the proof of Proposition 1.1.1.
For x1; : : : ; xr 2 V, maxefx1; : : : ; xrg 2 V is given by
maxefx1; : : : ; xrg :=
X
2
maxfx1(; e); : : : ; xr(; e)ge:
Let us begin with the following lemma.
Lemma 1.2.1. If x1; : : : ; xr 2 Nef(), thenmaxfx1; : : : ; xrg 2 Nef().
Proof. It is sucient to see that if (xi)  0 for all i, then (maxefx1; : : : ; xrg)  0.
We set z = maxefx1; : : : ; xrg. Note that Supp(z   x1; e) \    \ Supp(z   xr; e) = ;.
Thus there is iwith  < Supp(z   xi; e). Then (z   xi)  0, and hence
(z) = (z   xi) + (xi)  0:

Lemma 1.2.2. Let x be an element of V such that ( 1; x]e \Nef() , ;. Then there is
the greatest element y in ( 1; x]e \Nef(), that is, y 2 Nef() \ ( 1; x]e and y e v
for all v 2 Nef() \ ( 1; x]e. This greatest element y is denoted by
max(Nef() \ ( 1; x]e):
Further, y and z := x   y satisfy the following properties:
(a) y 2 Nef(), z e 0 and x = y + z.
(b) (y) = 0 for all  2 Supp(z; e).
(c)
n
v 2 P2Supp(z;e)R0e j (v)  0 for all  2 Supp(z; e)o = f0g.
Proof. We choose x0 2 ( 1; x]e \Nef(). Let us see the following claim.
Claim 1.2.2.1. There is the greatest element y of Nef() \ [x0; x]e.
Proof. Note that [x0; x]e = x0 + [0; x   x0]e. Moreover, it is easy to see that
Nef() \ [x0; x]e
= x0 +
n
v 2 [0; x   x0]e j (v)   (x0) for all  2 Supp(x   x0; e)
o
:
Therefore, Nef() \ [x0; x]e is a translation of a bounded convex polyhedral set
in a finite dimensional vector space
L
2Supp(x x0;e)Re. Hence Nef() \ [x0; x]e
is a convex polytope, that is, there are 1; : : : ; l 2 Nef() \ [x0; x]e such that
Nef()\ [x0; x]e = Convf1; : : : ; lg (cf. [23, Theorem 3.2.5 or Finite basis theorem]).
If we set y = maxf1; : : : ; lg, then, by Lemma 1.2.1, y 2 Nef()\ [x0; x]e. Moreover,
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for v = a11 +    + all 2 Nef() \ [x0; x]e (a1; : : : ; al 2 R0 and a1 +    + al = 1), we
have
y = a1y +    + aly e a11 +    + all = v:

This y is actually the greatest element of ( 1; x]e \ Nef(). Indeed, if v 2
( 1; x]e \Nef(), then maxfv; yg 2 [x0; x]e \Nef() by lemma 1.2.1, and hence
v  maxfv; yg  y:
Let us check the properties (a), (b) and (c). First of all, (a) is obvious. In order
to see (b) and (c), we may assume that z , 0.
(b) We assume that (y) > 0 for  2 Supp(z; e). Let  be a suciently small
positive number. Then y + e e x and
(y + e) = (y) + (e)  0
for all  2  because 0 <   1. Thus y + e 2 Nef(), which contradicts to the
maximality of y. Therefore, (y) = 0 for  2 Supp(z; e).




n f0g such that (v)  0
for all  2 Supp(z; e). Then there is a suciently small positive number 0 such
that y + 0v e x. Note that (y + 0v)  0 for all , which yields a contradiction,
as before. 
Lemma 1.2.3. Let W be a vector space over R. Let e1; : : : ; en 2 W and 1; : : : ; n 2
HomR(W;R) with the following properties:
(a) f(a1; : : : ; an) 2 Rn0 j a1e1 +    + anen = 0g = f(0; : : : ; 0)g.
(b) i(e j)  0 for all i , j.
(c) fx 2 R0e1 +    +R0en j i(x)  0 for all ig = f0g.
Then we have the following:
(1) Let Q be the (n  n)-matrix given by (i(e j)). Then there are (n  n)-matrices A
and B with the following properties:
(1.1) A (resp. B) is a lower (resp. upper) trianglematrix consisting of non-negative
numbers.
(1.2) detA > 0, detB > 0 and
AQB =
0BBBBBBB@




0     1
1CCCCCCCA :
(1.3) If Q is symmetric, then B = tA.
(2) The vectors e1; : : : ; en are linearly independent in
W=fx 2W j 1(x) =    = n(x) = 0g:
Proof. (1) Let us begin with the following claim.
Claim 1.2.3.1. i(ei) < 0 for all i.
Proof. If i(ei)  0, then ei 2 fx 2 R0e1 +    + R0en j  j(x)  0 for all jg. This is a
contradiction because ei , 0. 
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The above claim proves (1) in the case where n = 1. Here we set
0i =  1(e1)i + i(e1)1 (i  2); e0j =  1(e1)e j + 1(e j)e1 ( j  2):
We claim the following:
Claim 1.2.3.2. (i) 0i (e1) = 0 and 1(e
0
j) = 0 for all i  2 and j  2.
(ii) e02; : : : ; e
0
n and 02; : : : ; 
0
n satisfy all assumptions (a)  (c) of the lemma.









where A1 and B1 are matrices given by0BBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBB@
1 0 0    0
2(e1)  1(e1) 0    0










1 1(e2) 1(e3)    1(en)
0  1(e1) 0    0






0 0 0     1(e1)
1CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCA
respectively. Note that if Q is symmetric, then B1 = tA1 and Q0 is also symmetric.
Proof. (i) is obvious.
(ii) It is easy to see (a) for e02; : : : ; e
0





2i(e j) + ( 1(e1))i(e1)1(e j)  0:
Finally let x 2 P j2R0e0j such that 0i(x)  0 for all i  2. Note that 0i (x) =




(iii) is a straightforward calculation. 
We prove (1) by induction on n. By hypothesis of induction, there are matrices
A0 and B0 satisfying (1.1), (1.2) and (1.3) for Q0, that is,
A0Q0B0 =
0BBBBBBB@




0     1
1CCCCCCCA :
Therefore, 0BBBB@ 1p 1(e1) 00 A0
1CCCCAA1QB1 0BBBB@ 1p 1(e1) 00 B0
1CCCCA =
0BBBBBBB@




0     1
1CCCCCCCA :
Thus (1) follows.
(2) Let a1e1 +    + anen = 0 be a linear relation on
W=fx 2W j 1(x) =    = n(x) = 0g:
Then there is x 2W such that x = a1e1+   + anen and 1(x) =    = n(x) = 0. Thus
0 = i(x) =
P
i(e j)a j. Hence (1) yields (2). 
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Proof of Proposition 1.1.1. (1) Clearly (1.1) implies (1.2). If we assume (1.2), then
(1.1) follows from Lemma 1.2.2.
(2) Let x = y + z be a Zariski decomposition of x with respect to (e;) and
y0 = max(Nef \( 1; x]e). Then y e y0. As (y) = 0 for all  2 Supp(z; e),




2Supp(z;e)R0e j (x)  0 for all  2 Supp(z; e)

;
and hence y0 = y.
(3) follows from Lemma 1.2.3. 
Remark 1.2.4. We assume that (e) 2 Q for all ;  2 . Let x 2
L
Qe such
that ( 1; x]e \ Nef , ;. Let x = y + z be the Zariski decomposition of x with
respect to (e;). Then y; z 2 LQe. Indeed, if we set Supp(z; e) = f1; : : : ; ng
and z =
P
aiei , then X
i(e j)a j = i(x) 2 Q:
Ontheotherhand, byour assumptionand (3.1) inProposition1.1.1, (i(e j))1i; jn 2
GLn(Q). Thus (a1; : : : ; an) 2 Qn.
2. Green functions for R-Cartier divisors
2.1. Plurisubharmonic functions. Here we recall plurisubharmonic functions
and the upper semicontinuous regularization of a function locally bounded above.
Let T be a metric space with a metric d. A function f : T ! f 1g [R is said to
be upper semicontinuous if fx 2 T j f (x) < cg is open for any c 2 R. In other words,






(supf f (y) j d(a; y)  g)

for all a 2 T. Let u : T ! f 1g [ R be a function such that u is locally bounded
above. The upper semicontinuous regularization u of u is given by
u(x) = lim sup
y!x
u(y):
Note that u is upper semicontinuous and u  u.
LetD be an open set inC. A function u : D! f 1g[R is said to be subharmonic









holds for any a 2 D and r 2 R>0 with fz 2 C j jz   aj  rg  D.
LetX be a d-equidimensional complexmanifold. A function u : X ! f 1g[R is
said to be plurisubharmonic if u is upper semicontinuous and u  is subharmonic
for any analytic map  : fz 2 C j jzj < 1g ! X. We say u is a real valued
plurisubharmonic function if u(x) ,  1 for all x 2 X. If X is an open set of Cd, then






u(a +  exp(
p 1))d
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holds for any a 2 X and  2 Cd with fa +  exp(p 1) j 0    2g  X. As an
example of plurisubharmonic functions, we have the following: if f1; : : : ; fr are
holomorphic functions on X, then
log(j f1j2 +    + j frj2)
is a plurisubharmonic function on X. In particular, if
x < fz 2 X j f1(z) =    = fr(z) = 0g;
then ddc(log(j f1j2 +    + j frj2)) is semipositive around x.
Let fug2 be a family of plurisubharmonic functions on X such that fug2
is locally uniformly bounded above. If we set u(x) := sup2fu(x)g for x 2 X,
then the upper semicontinuous regularization u of u is plurisubharmonic and
u = u (a:e:) (cf. [9, Theorem 2.9.14 and Proposition 2.6.2]). Moreover, let fvng1n=1
be a sequence of plurisubharmonic functions on X such that fvng1n=1 is locally
uniformly bounded above. If we set v(x) := lim supn!1 vn(x) for x 2 X, then the
upper semicontinuous regularization v of v is plurisubharmonic and v = v (a:e:)
(cf. [9, Proposition 2.9.17 and Theorem 2.6.3]).
2.2. R-Cartier divisors. Let X be either a d-equidimensional smooth algebraic
variety over C, or a d-equidimensional complex manifold. Let Div(X) be the
group of Cartier divisors on X. An elementD of Div(X)R := Div(X)
ZR is called
an R-Cartier divisor on X. Let D =
Pn
i=1 aiDi be the irreducible decomposition of
D, that is, a1; : : : ; an 2 R and Di’s are reduced and irreducible divisors on X. For a
prime divisor   on X (i.e., a reduced and irreducible divisor on X), the coecient
of D at   in the above irreducible decomposition is denoted by mult (D), that is,
mult (D) =
(
ai if   = Di for some i;
0 if   , Di for all i;
and D =
P
 mult (D) . The support Supp(D) of D is defined by
S
mult (D),0  . If
ai  0 for all i, then D is said to be eective and it is denoted by D  0. More
generally, for D1;D2 2 Div(X)R,
D1  D2 (or D2  D2) def() D2  D1  0:








where dxe = minfa 2 Z j x  ag and bxc = maxfa 2 Z j a  xg for x 2 R.
We assume thatX is algebraic. Let Rat(X) be the ring of rational functions onX.
Note that X is not necessarily connected, so that Rat(X) is not necessarily a field.
In the case where X is connected, H0(X;D) is defined to be
H0(X;D) := f 2 Rat(X) j () +D  0g [ f0g:
In general, let X =
`
X be the decomposition into connected components, and
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Note that if D is eective, then H0(X;D) is generated by
f 2 Rat(X) j () +D  0g:
Indeed, for  2 H0(X;D), if we choose c 2 C with  + c , 0, then
(0; : : : ; 0; ; 0; : : : ; 0) = (1; : : : ; 1;  + c; 1; : : : ; 1)   (1; : : : ; 1; c; 1; : : : ; 1);
which shows the assertion. Since
() +D  0 () () + bDc  0;
we have H0(X;D) = H0(X; bDc).
In the case where X is not necessarily algebraic, the ring of meromorphic func-
tions on X is denoted byM(X). By usingM(X) instead of Rat(X), we can define
H0M(X;D) in the same way as above, that is, if X is connected, then
H0M(X;D) := f 2 M(X) j () +D  0g [ f0g:
If X is a proper smooth algebraic scheme over C, then Rat(X) =M(X) by GAGA,
and hence H0(X;D) = H0M(X;D).
2.3. DefinitionofGreen functions forR-Cartierdivisors. LetXbea d-equidimensional
complex manifold. LetL1loc be the sheaf consisting of locally integrable functions,
that is,
L1loc(U) := fg : U ! R [ f1g j g is locally integrableg
for an open setU ofX. LetT be a subsheaf ofL1loc and let S be a subset ofR[f1g.
Then TS, T b and  T are defined as follows:
TS(U) := fg 2 T (U) j g(x) 2 S for all x 2 Ug;
T b(U) := fg 2 T (U) j g is locally bounded on Ug;
 T (U) := f g 2 L1loc(U) j g 2 T (U)g:
Let T 0 be another subsheaf of L1loc. We assume that u + u0 is well-defined as
functions for any open set U, u 2 T (U) and u0 2 T 0(U). Then T + T 0 is defined
to be
(T +T 0)(U) :=
8>>><>>>:g 2 L1loc(U)

For any x 2 U, we can find an open
neighborhood Vx, u 2 T (Vx) and
u0 2 T 0(Vx) such that g

Vx
= u + u0.
9>>>=>>>; :
Similarly, if u   u0 is well-defined as functions for any open set U, u 2 T (U) and
u0 2 T 0(U), then T  T 0 is defined to be
(T  T 0)(U) :=
8>>><>>>:g 2 L1loc(U)

For any x 2 U, we can find an open
neighborhood Vx, u 2 T (Vx) and
u0 2 T 0(Vx) such that g

Vx
= u   u0.
9>>>=>>>; :
Note that T   T 0 = T + ( T 0). A subsheaf T of L1loc is called a type for Green
functions onX if the following conditions are satisfied (in the following (1), (2) and
(3), U is an arbitrary open set of X):
(1) If u; v 2 T (U) and a 2 R0, then u + v 2 T (U) and au 2 T (U).
(2) If u; v 2 T (U) and u  v (a:e:), then u  v.
(3) If  2 OX(U) (i.e.,  is a nowhere vanishing holomorphic function on U),
then log jj2 2 T (U).
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Note that, for u; v 2 T (U), u = v if u = v (a:e:). If T = TR, that is, u(x) 2 R for any
open set U, u 2 T (U) and x 2 U, then T is called a real valued type. As examples
of types for Green functions on X, we have the following C0, C1 and PSH:
C0 : the sheaf consisting of continuous functions.
C1 : the sheaf consisting of C1-functions.
PSH : the sheaf consisting of plurisubharmonic functions.
Note that
PSHR(U) = fg 2 PSH(U) j g(x) ,  1 for all x 2 Ug
for an open set U of X. Let T and T 0 be types for Green functions on X. We say
T 0 is a subjacent type ofT if the following property holds for any open setU of X:
u0  u (a:e:) on U for u0 2 T 0(U) and u 2 T (U) =) u0  u on U.
Lemma 2.3.1. Let T be either C0 + PSH or C0 + PSHR  PSHR. Then T is a type for
Green functions on X. Moreover, PSH is a subjacent type of T .
Proof. The conditions (1) and (3) are obvious for T . Let us see (2). For z =
(z1; : : : ; zd) 2 Cd, we set kzk =
pjz1j2 +    + jzdj2. Moreover, for a 2 Cd and r > 0,
fz 2 Cd j kz   ak < rg
is denoted by Bd(a; r).
The assertion of (2) is local, so that we may assume that X = Bd((0; : : : ; 0); 1). It
is sucient to see that, for u1;u2 2 T (X), if u1  u2 (a:e:), then u1  u2. Let us
fix a 2 Bd((0; : : : ; 0); 1). There are a suciently small r > 0 and vi j 2 L1loc(Bd(a; r))
(i = 1; 2 and j = 1; 2; 3) with the following properties:
(a) u1 = v11 + v12   v13 and u2 = v21 + v22   v23.
(b) v11; v21 2 C0(Bd(a; r)).
(c) v12; v22 2 PSH(Bd(a; r)) in the case T = C0 + PSH.
(c)’ v12; v22 2 PSHR(Bd(a; r)) in the case T = C0 + PSHR  PSHR.
(d) v13 = v23 = 0 in the case T = C0 + PSH.
(d)’ v13; v23 2 PSHR(Bd(a; r)) in the case T = C0 + PSHR  PSHR.
Let  ( > 0) be the standard smoothing kernels on Cd (cf. [9, Section 2.5]).
It is well known that vi j(a) = lim!0(vi j  )(a) for i = 1; 2 and j = 1; 2; 3 (cf.
[9, Proposition 2.5.2 and Theorem 2.9.2]). In the case T = C0 + PSH, since
v11(a); v21(a) 2 R, v12(a); v22(a) 2 R [ f 1g and v13 = v23 = 0,
lim
!0(ui  )(a) = lim!0 ((vi1  )(a) + (vi2  )(a)   (vi3  )(a))
= lim
!0(vi1  )(a) + lim!0(vi2  )(a)   lim!0(vi3  )(a)
= vi1(a) + vi2(a)   vi3(a) = ui(a):
If T = C0 + PSHR  PSHR, then, in the same way as above, we can also see
ui(a) = lim!0(ui  )(a) for i = 1; 2 because vi j(a) 2 R for i = 1; 2 and j = 1; 2; 3.
Therefore, (2) follows from inequalities (u1  )(a)  (u2  )(a) (8 > 0). The last
assertion can be checked similarly. 
Let T be a type for Green functions on X. Let g be a locally integrable function
on X and let D =
Pl
i=1 aiDi be an R-Cartier divisor on X, where Di’s are reduced
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and irreducible divisors on X. We say g is aD-Green function of T -type (or a Green
function of T -type for D) if, for each point x 2 X, g has a local expression
g = u +
lX
i=1
( ai) log j fij2 (a:e:)
over an open neighborhood Ux of x such that u 2 T (Ux), where f1; : : : ; fl are
local equations of D1; : : : ;Dl on Ux respectively. Note that this definition does not
depend on the choice of local equations f1; : : : ; fl on Ux by the properties (1) and
(3) of T . The set of all D-Green functions of T -type is denoted by GT (X;D).
Let g be a D-Green function of T -type. We say g is of upper bounded type (resp.
of lower bounded type) if, in the above local expression g = u+
Pl
i=1( ai) log j fij2 (a:e:)
around each point ofX, u is locally bounded above (resp. locally bounded below).
If g is of upper and lower bounded type, then g is said to be of bounded type. These
definitions also do not depend on the choice of local equations. Note that the set
of all D-Green functions of T -type and of bounded type is nothing more than
GT b(X;D).
We assume x < Supp(D). Let g be a D-Green function of T -type. Let f1; : : : ; fl
and f 01 ; : : : ; f
0
l be two sets of local equations ofD1; : : : ;Dl on an open neighborhood
Ux of x. Let
g = u +
lX
i=1
( ai) log j fij2 (a:e:) and g = u0 +
lX
i=1
( ai) log j f 0i j2 (a:e:)
be two local expressions of g over Ux, where u;u0 2 T (Ux). Since x < Supp(D),
there is an open neighborhood Vx of x such that Vx  Ux and f1; : : : ; fl; f 01 ; : : : ; f 0l 2




( ai) log j fij2; u0 +
lX
i=1





( ai) log j fij2 = u0 +
lX
i=1
( ai) log j f 0i j2 2 T (Vx)




( ai) log j fi(x)j2




( ai) log j fi(x)j2
is called the canonical value of g at x and it is denoted by gcan(x). Note that
gcan 2 T (X n Supp(D)) and g = gcan (a:e:) on X n Supp(D). Moreover, if T is real
valued, then gcan(x) 2 R. It is easy to see the following propositions.
Proposition 2.3.2. Let g be aD-Green function of C1-type. Then the current ddc([g])+D
is represented by a unique C1-form , that is, ddc([g])+ D = []. We often identifies the
current ddc([g]) + D with , and denote it by c1(D; g).
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Proposition 2.3.3. Let T 0 and T 00 be two types for Green functions on X such that
T 0;T 00  T . Then GT 0\T 00(X;D) = GT 0(X;D) \ GT 00(X;D).
Proposition 2.3.4. (1) If g is a D-Green function of T -type and a 2 R0, then ag is
an (aD)-Green function of T -type. Moreover, if x < Supp(D), then (ag)can(x) =
agcan(x).
(2) If g1 (resp. g2) is a D1-Green function of T -type (resp. D2-Green function of
T -type), then g1 + g2 is a (D1 + D2)-Green function of T -type. Moreover, if
x < Supp(D1) [ Supp(D2), then (g1 + g2)can(x) = (g1)can(x) + (g2)can(x).
(3) We assume that  T  T . If g is a D-Green function of T -type, then  g is a
( D)-Green function of T -type. Moreover, if x < Supp(D), then ( g)can(x) =
 gcan(x).
(4) Let g be a D-Green function of T -type. If g  0 (a:e:) and x < Supp(D), then
gcan(x)  0.
Finally let us consider the following three propositions.
Proposition 2.3.5. Let D = b1E1 +    + brEr be an R-Cartier divisor on X such that
b1; : : : ; br 2 R and Ei’s are Cartier divisors on X. Let g be a D-Green function of T -type
on X. Let U be an open set of X and let 1; : : : ; r be local equations of E1; : : : ;Er over U
respectively. Then there is a unique expression
g = u +
rX
i=1
( bi) log jij2 (a:e:) (u 2 T (U))
on U modulo null functions. This expression is called the local expression of g over U
with respect to 1; : : : ; r.
Proof. Let us choose reduced and irreducible divisors D1; : : : ;Dl and i j 2 Z such
that Ei =
Pl
j=1 i jD j for each i. If we set a j =
Pr
i=1 bii j, thenD =
Pl
j=1 a jD j. For each
point x 2 U, there are an open neighborhood Ux of x, local equations f1;x; : : : ; fl;x
of D1; : : : ;Dl on Ux and ux 2 T (Ux) such that Ux  U and
g = ux +
lX
j=1
( a j) log j f j;xj2 (a:e:)
on Ux. Note that















j;x is a local equation of Ei over Ux, so that we can find nowhere




j;x = ei;xi on
Ux for all i = 1; : : : ; r. Then
g = ux +
rX
i=1
( bi) log jei;xj2 +
rX
i=1
( bi) log jij2 (a:e:)




( bi) log jei;xj2 = ux0 +
rX
i=1
( bi) log jei;x0 j2 (a:e:)
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( bi) log jei;xj2 = ux0 +
rX
i=1
( bi) log jei;x0 j2
on Ux \ Ux0 . This means that there is u 2 T (U) such that u is locally given
by ux +
Pr
i=1( bi) log jei;xj2. Therefore, g = u +
Pr
i=1( bi) log jij2 (a:e:) on U. The
uniqueness of the expression modulo null functions is obvious by the second
property of T . 
Proposition 2.3.6. Let g be a D-Green function of T -type. Then we have the following:
(1) If g is of lower bounded type, then locally jj exp( g=2) is essentially bounded
above for  2 H0M(X;D).
(2) If g is of upper bounded type, then there is a D-Green function g0 of C1-type such
that g  g0 (a:e:).
Proof. We set D =
Pl
i=1 aiDi such that a1; : : : ; al 2 R and Di’s are reduced and
irreducible divisors on X.
(1) Clearly we may assume that X is connected. For x 2 X, let
g = u +
lX
i=1
( ai) log j fij2 (a:e:)
be a local expression of g around x, where f1; : : : ; fl are local equations ofD1; : : : ;Dl.
For  2 H0M(X;D), we set  = f b11    f bll  v around x such that v has no factors of
f1; : : : ; fl. Then, as () + D  0, we can see that ai + bi  0 for all i, and that v is a
holomorphic function around x. On the other hand,
exp( g=2)jj = exp( u=2)j f1ja1+b1    j fnjan+bn jvj (a:e:);
as required.
(2) By our assumption, there is a locally finite open covering fUg2 with the
following properties:
(a) There are local equations f;1; : : : ; f;n of D1; : : : ;Dn on U.
(b) There is a constant C such that g  C  P ai log j f;ij2 (a:e:) on U.








ai log j f;ij2

:
Clearly g  g0 (a:e:). Moreover, by Lemma 2.4.1, g0 is a D-Green function of
C1-type. 
Proposition 2.3.7. Let g be a D-Green function of (PSH+C1)-type. Let A be an R-
Cartier divisor on X, and let h be an A-Green function of C1-type. Let  = c1(A; h), that
is,  is a C1 (1; 1)-form on X such that ddc([h]) + A = [] (cf. Proposition 2.3.2). If
X is compact and  is positive, then there is a positive number t0 such that g + th is a
(D + tA)-Green function of PSH-type for all t 2 Rt0 .
Proof. For each x 2 X, let
g = ux +
X
i
( ai) log j fij2 (a:e:); h = vx +
X
i
( bi) log j fij2 (a:e:)
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be local expressions of g and h respectively over an open neighborhood Ux of
x. By our assumption, shrinking Ux if necessarily, there are a plurisubharmonic
function px andaC1-function qx such thatux = px+qx. Moreover, since is positive,
shrinking Ux if necessarily, we can find a positive number tx such that ddc(qx)+ t
is positive for all t  tx. Because of the compactness of X, we can choose finitely
many x1; : : : ; xr 2 X such that X = Ux1 [    [ Uxr . If we set t0 = maxftx1 ; : : : ; txrg,
then, for t  t0,
g + th = px j + (qx j + tvx j) +
X
i
 (ai + tbi) log j fij2 (a:e:)
over Ux j . Note that dd
c(qx j + tvx j) = dd
c(qx j) + t is positive, which means that
qx j + tvx j is a C
1-plurisubharmonic function. Thus g + th is of PSH-type. 
2.4. Partitions of Green functions. Let X be a d-equidimensional complex man-
ifold. Let T be a type for Green functions. Besides the properties (1), (2) and (3)
as in Subsection 2.3, we assume the following additional property (4):
(4) For an open set U, if u 2 T (U) and v 2 C1(U), then vu 2 T (U).
As examples, C0 and C1 satisfy the property (4).
Lemma 2.4.1. Let D be an R-Cartier divisor on X. Let fUg be a locally finite covering
of X and let fg2 be a partition of unity subordinate to the covering fUg2. Let g be
a (DjU)-Green function of T -type on U for each . Then g :=
P
 g is a D-Green
function of T -type on X.
Proof. We set D = a1D1 +    + arDr. Let fi;x be a local equation of Di on an open
neighborhood Ux of x. As g is a (DjU)-Green function of T -type on U, for 
with x 2 U,
g = v;x  
X
ai log j fi;xj2 (a:e:)











1CCCCA  X ai log j fi;xj2
around x, as required. 
The main result of this subsection is the following proposition.
Proposition 2.4.2. Let g be a D-Green function of T -type on X and let
D = b1E1 +    + brEr
be a decomposition such that E1; : : : ;Er 2 Div(X) and b1; : : : ; br 2 R. Note that Ei is not
necessarily a prime divisor. Then we have the following:
(1) There are locally integrable functions g1; : : : ; gr such that gi is anEi-Green function
of T -type for each i and g = b1g1 +    + brgr (a:e:).
(2) If E1; : : : ;Er are eective, b1; : : : ; br 2 R0, g  0 (a:e:) and g is of lower bounded
type, then there are locally integrable functions g1; : : : ; gr such that gi is a non-
negative Ei-Green function of T -type for each i and g = b1g1 +    + brgr (a:e:).
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Proof. (1) Clearlywemay assume that bi , 0 for all i. Let g0i be anEi-Green function
of C1-type. Then there is f 2 T (X) such that f = g  (b1g01 +   + brg0r) (a:e:). Thus
g = b1(g01 + f=b1) + b2g
0
2 +    + brg0r (a:e:):
(2) Clearly we may assume that bi > 0 for all i. First let us see the following
claim:
Claim 2.4.2.1. For each x 2 X, there are locally integrable functions g1;x; : : : ; gr;x and an
open neighborhood Ux of x such that gi;x is a non-negative Ei-Green function of T -type
on Ux for every i, and that g = b1g1;x +    + brgr;x (a:e:) on Ux.
Proof. Let Ux be a suciently small open neighborhood of x and let fi;x be a local
equation of Ei on Ux for every i. Let g = vx +
Pr
i=1( bi) log j fi;xj2 (a:e:) be the local
expression of g on Ux with respect to f1;x; : : : ; fr;x. We set I = fi j fi;x(x) = 0g and
J = fi j fi;x(x) , 0g.




( bi) log j fi;xj2 2 T (Ux)




( bi) log j fi;xj2
1CCCCA
for each i, then we have our assertion.
Next we consider the case where I , ;. We put f = vx+P j2J( b j) log j f j;xj2. Then,




f=(bi#(I))   log j fi;xj2 if i 2 I;
0 if i 2 J:
Note that g =
Pr
i=1 bigi;x (a:e:) and that gi;x  0 around x for i 2 I. Thus, shrinking
Ux if necessarily, we have our assertion. 
By using the above claim, we can construct an open covering fUg2 and locally
integrable functions g1;; : : : ; gr; on U with the following properties:
(i) fUg2 is locally finite and the closure of U is compact for every .
(ii) gi; is a non-negative Ei-Green function of T -type on U for every i.
(iii) g = b1g1; +    + brgr; (a:e:) on U.
Let fg2 be a partition of unity subordinate to the covering fUg2. We set
gi =
P


















Moreover, by Lemma 2.4.1, gi is an Ei-Green function of T -type. 
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2.5. Norms arising fromGreen functions. LetX be a d-equidimensional complex
manifold. Let g be a locally integral function on X. For  2 M(X), we define jjg
to be
jjg := exp( g=2)jj:
Moreover, the essential supremum of jjg is denoted by kkg, that is,
kkg := ess sup
n
jjg(x) j x 2 X
o
:
Lemma 2.5.1. (1) k  kg satisfies the following properties:
(1.1) kkg = jjkkg for all  2 C and  2 M(X).
(1.2) k +  kg  kkg + k kg for all ; 2 M(X).
(1.3) For  2 M(X), kkg = 0 if and only if  = 0.
(2) Let V be a vector subspace of M(X) over C. If kkg < 1 for all  2 V, then
k  kg yields a norm on V. In particular, if D is an R-Cartier divisor, g is a
D-Green function of T -type and g is of lower bounded type, then k  kg is a norm
of H0M(X;D) (cf. Proposition 2.3.6), where T is a type for Green functions.
Proof. (1) (1.1) and (1.2) are obvious. If kkg = 0, then jjg = 0 (a:e:). Moreover, as
g is integrable, the measure of fx 2 X j g(x) = 1g is zero. Thus jj = 0 (a:e:), and
hence  = 0.
(2) follows from (1). 
Let  be a continuous volume form on X. For ; 2 M(X), if  ¯ exp( g) is




We assume that g is a D-Green function of C0-type. We set
D = a1D1 +    + alDl;
where Di’s are reduced and irreducible divisors on X and a1; : : : ; ar 2 R. Let us fix
x 2 X. Let f1; : : : ; fl be local equations of D1; : : : ;Dl around x, and let
g = u +
lX
i=1
( ai) log j fij2 (a:e:)
be the local expression of g around x with respect to f1; : : : ; fl. For  2 H0M(X;D),
we set  = f b11    f bll v around x, where v has no factors of f1; : : : ; fl. Note that
b1; : : : ; bl do not depend on the choice of f1; : : : ; fl. Since () + D  0, we have
ai + bi  0 for all i and v is holomorphic around x. Then
jjg = j f1ja1+b1    j fljal+bl jvj exp( u=2) (a:e:):
Let us choose another local equations f 01 ; : : : ; f
0
l of D1; : : : ;Dl around x, and let
g = u0 +
lX
i=1
( ai) log j f 0i j2 (a:e:)
be the local expression of g around x with respect to f 01 ; : : : ; f
0
l . Moreover, we set
 = f 01
b1    f 0l blv0 around x as before. Then
jjg = j f 01 ja1+b1    j f 0l jal+bl jv0j exp( u0=2) (a:e:):
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Note that
j f1ja1+b1    j fljal+bl jvj exp( u=2) and j f 01 ja1+b1    j f 0l jal+bl jv0j exp( u0=2)
are continuous, so that
j f1ja1+b1    j fljal+bl jvj exp( u=2) = j f 01 ja1+b1    j f 0l jal+bl jv0j exp( u0=2)
around x. This observation shows that there is a unique continuous function h
on X such that jjg = h (a:e:). In this sense, in the case where g is of C0-type, we
always assume that jjg means the above continuous function h. Then we have
the following proposition.
Proposition 2.5.2. Let g be a D-Green function of C0-type.
(1) For  2 H0M(X;D), jjg is locally bounded above.
(2) If X is compact, then h; ig exists for ; 2 H0M(X;D). Moreover, h ; ig yields
a hermitian inner product on H0M(X;D).
3. Gromov’s inequality and distorsion functions for R-Cartier divisors
LetX be a d-equidimensional compact complexmanifold. LetD be anR-Cartier
divisor on X and let g be a D-Green function of C0-type. Let us fix a continuous
volume form  on X. Recall that jjg, kkg and h; ig for ; 2 H0M(X;D) are
given by 8>>>>><>>>>>:
jjg := jj exp( g=2);





As described in Subsection 2.5, we can view jjg as a continuous function, so that
jjg is always assumed to be continuous.
In this section, let us consider Gromov’s inequality and distorsion functions for
R-Cartier divisors.
3.1. Gromov’s inequality for R-Cartier divisors. Here we observe Gromov’s
inequality for R-Cartier divisors.
Proposition 3.1.1 (Gromov’s inequality for anR-Cartier divisor). Let D1; : : : ;Dl be
R-Cartier divisors on X and let g1; : : : ; gl be locally integrable functions on X such that
gi is a Di-Green function of C1-type for each i. Then there is a positive constant C such
that
kk2a1g1++algl  C(1 + ja1j +    + jalj)2dh;ia1g1++algl
holds for all  2 H0M(X; a1D1 +    + alDl) and a1; : : : ; al 2 R.
Proof. We can find distinct prime divisors  1; : : : ;  r on X, locally integrable func-
tions 1; : : : ; r on X, C1-functions f1; : : : ; fl and real numbers i j such that  j is a




i j  j and gi = fi +
rX
j=1
i j j (a:e:):
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Then






1CCCCCA  j + lX
i=1
ai(the zero divisor);






1CCCCCA j + lX
i=1
ai fi (a:e:):











  1 + (Ar + 1)
lX
i=1





Thus we may assume that D1; : : :Dr are distinct prime divisors and
Dr+1 =    = Dl = 0:
Let U be an open set of X over which there are local equations f1; : : : ; fr of
D1; : : : ;Dr respectively.
Claim 3.1.1.1. For all  2 H0M(X; a1D1 +    + alDl) and a1; : : : ; al 2 R,
 f ba1c1    f barcr
is holomorphic over U, that is, there are b1; : : : ; br 2 Z and a holomorphic function f on
U such that  = f b11    f brr f and b1 + a1  0; : : : ; br + ar  0.
Proof. Fix x 2 U. Let fi = ei fi1    fici be the prime decomposition of fi inOX;x, where
ei 2 OX;x and fi j’s are distinct prime elements of OX;x. Let Di j be the prime divisor
given by fi j around x. Since  2 H0M(X; a1D1 +    + alDl), we have
() + a1D1 +    + alDl = () + a1D11 +    + a1D1c1 +    + arDr1 +    + arDrcr  0
around x. Note that D11; : : : ;D1c1 ; : : : ;Dr1; : : : ;Drcr are distinct prime divisors
around x. Thus  f ba1c11    f ba1c1c1    f barcr1    f barcrcr is holomorphic around x. Therefore,
as
f ba1c1    f barcr = eba1c1    ebarcr f ba1c11    f ba1c1c1    f barcr1    f barcrcr ;
 f ba1c1    f barcr is holomorphic around x. 
By the above observation, the assertion of the proposition follows from the
following local version. 
Lemma 3.1.2. Let a; b; c be real numbers with a > b > c > 0. We set
U = fz 2 Cd j jzj < ag; V = fz 2 Cd j jzj < bg and W = fz 2 Cd j jzj < cg:
Let  be a continuous volume form on U, f1; : : : ; fl 2 OU(U), v1; : : : ; vl 2 C1(U) and
gi = vi   log j fij2
for i = 1; : : : ; l. For a1; : : : ; al 2 R, we set
V(a1; : : : ; al) =
(
f b11    f bll f
 f 2 OU(U) and b1; : : : ; bl 2 Z withb1 + a1  0; : : : ; bl + al  0
)
:
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fjj2 exp( a1g1        algl)(z)g
 C(ja1j +    + jalj + 1)2d
Z
V
jj2 exp( a1g1        algl)
holds for all  2 V(a1; : : : ; al) and all a1; : : : ; al 2 R.
Proof. We set
u1 = exp( v1); : : : ; ul = exp( vl);ul+1 = exp(v1); : : : ; u2l = exp(vl):
Then in the sameway as [14, Lemma 1.1.1], we can find a positive constantDwith
the following properties:
(a) For x0; x 2 V, ui(x)  ui(x0)(1   Djx   x0j0) for all i = 1; : : : ; 2l, where jzj0 =
jz1j +    + jzdj for z = (z1; : : : ; zd) 2 Cd.
(b) If x0 2W, then B(x0; 1=D)  V, where






dz1 ^ dz¯1 ^    ^ dzd ^ dz¯d:
Then we can choose a positive constant ewith   ecan. For
 = f b11    f bll f 2 V(a1; : : : ; al);
we assume that the continuous function
jj2 exp( a1g1        algl) = j f1j2(b1+a1)    j flj2(bl+al)j f j2 exp( a1v1        alvl)
onW takes themaximal value at x0 2W. Let us choose i 2 f1g such that ai = ijaij.
Note that








1CCCCCA (1  Djx   x0j0)ja1j++jalj
= exp( a1v1(x0)        alvl(x0))(1  Djx   x0j0)ja1j++jalj
on B(x0; 1=D). Therefore,Z
V
jj2 exp( a1g1        algl)  e exp( a1v1(x0)        alvl(x0))Z
B(x0;1=D)
j f1j2(b1+a1)    j flj2(bl+al)j f j2(1  Djx   x0j0)ja1j++jaljcan:
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If we set x   x0 = (r1 exp(
p 11); : : : ; rd exp(
p 1d)), then, by using [8, Theo-
rem 4.1.3] and the pluriharmonicity of j f1j2(b1+a1)    j flj2(bl+al)j f j2,Z
B(x0;1=D)










j f1j2(b1+a1)    j flj2(bl+al)j f j2d1    dd
!
 r1    rd(1  D(r1 +    + rd))ja1j++jaljdr1    drd




r1    rd(1  D(r1 +    + rd))ja1j++jaljdr1    drd:
Therefore, we haveZ
V










t1    td(1   (1=d)(t1 +    + td))ja1j++jaljdt1    dtd:
Hence our assertion follows from [14, Claim 1.1.1.1 in Lemma 1.1.1]. 
3.2. Distorsion functions for R-Cartier divisors. Let D be an R-Cartier divisor
on X and let g be a D-Green function of C0-type. Let V be a complex vector
subspace of H0M(X;D). Let 1; : : : ; l be an orthonormal basis of V with respect toh ; ig. It is easy to see that
j1j2g +    + jlj2g
does not depend on the choice of the orthonormal basis 1; : : : ; l of V, so that it
is denoted by dist(V; g) and it is called the distorsion function of V with respect to
g.
Proposition 3.2.1. Let V be a complex vector subspace of H0(X;D). Then an inequality
jsj2g(x)  hs; sig dist(V; g)(x) (8x 2 X)








dist(V; g)(x) (8x 2 X):
Proof. Let e1; : : : ; eN be an orthonormal basis of V with respect to h ; ig. If we set
s = a1e1 +    + aNeN for s 2 V, then
hs; sig = ja1j2 +    + jaNj2:
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Therefore, by the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality,
jsjg(x)  ja1jje1jg(x) +    + jaNjjeNjg(x)

p
ja1j2 +    + jaNj2
q







Lemma 3.2.2. Let g0 be another D-Green function of C0-type such that g  g0 (a:e:). Let
V be a complex vector subspace of H0(X;D). Then dist(V; g)  exp(g0   g) dist(V; g0).
Proof. We can find a continuous function u on X such that u  0 on X and
g0 = g + u (a:e:). Let 1; : : : ; l be an orthonormal basis of V with respect to
h ; ig0 such that 1; : : : ; l are orthogonal with respect to h ; ig. This is possible
because any hermitian matrix can be diagonalizable by a unitary matrix. Then
1ph1; 1ig ; : : : ; lphl; lig
form an orthonormal basis of V with respect to h ; ig. Thus
dist(V; g) =
j1j2g
h1; 1ig +    +
jlj2g
hl; lig :








Therefore the lemma follows. 
Let us consider the following fundamental estimate.
Theorem 3.2.3. Let R =
L




M(X;nD). If g is
a D-Green function of C1-type, then there is a positive constant C with the following
properties:






 dist(Rn+m; (n +m)g)
C(n +m + 1)3d
for all n;m  0.
Proof. Let us begin with the following claim:
Claim 3.2.3.1. There is a positive constant C1 such that dist(Rn;ng)  C1(n + 1)3d for
all n  0
Proof. First of all, by Gromov’s inequality for an R-Cartier divisor (cf. Proposi-
tion 3.1.1), there is a positive constant C0 such that
kk2ng  C0(n + 1)2dh;ing
for all  2 H0M(X; nD) and n  0. Let 1; : : : ; ln be an orthonormal basis of Rn.
Then
dist(Rn;ng)  k1k2ng +    + klnk2ng
 C0(n + 1)2d(h1; 1ing +    + hlg ; lging)  C0(n + 1)2d dimRn;
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as required. 
Claim 3.2.3.2. There is a positive constant C2 such that
dist(Rn;ng)  dist(Rm;mg)  C2(m + 1)3d dist(Rn+m; (n +m)g)
for n  m  0.
Proof. Let t1; : : : ; tl be an orthonormal basis of Rm. For each j = 1; : : : ; l, we choose
an orthonormal basis s1; : : : ; sr of Rn such that s1t j; : : : ; srt j are orthogonal in Rn+m.
Note that the above s1; : : : ; sr depend on j. We set I = f1  i  r j sit j , 0g. As8>><>>: sit jphsit j; sit ji(n+m)g
9>>=>>;
i2I
can be extended to an orthonormal basis of Rn+m, we haveX
i2I
jsit jj2(n+m)g
hsit j; sit ji(n+m)g  dist(Rn+m; (n +m)g):
By using Gromov’s inequality as in the previous claim,













hsit j; sit ji(n+m)g jsit jj
2
(n+m)g
 C0(m + 1)2d dist(Rn+m; (n +m)g);
which implies
dist(Rn;ng)  dist(Rm;mg)  dim(Rm)C0(m + 1)2d dist(Rn+m; (n +m)g);
as required. 
We set C = maxfC1; 8dC2g. Then, for n  m  0,
C(n + 1)3dC(m + 1)3d
C(n +m + 1)3d
 C2(m + 1)3d8d
 n + 1
n +m + 1
3d
 C2(m + 1)3d8d
 n + 1
2n + 1
3d




= C2(m + 1)3d:
Thus the proposition follows from the above claims. 
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4. Plurisubharmonic upper envelopes
Themain result of this section is the continuity of the upper envelope of a family
of Green functions of PSHR-type bounded above by a Green function of C0-type.
This will give the continuity of the positive part of the Zariski decomposition.
Throughout this section, let X be a d-equidimensional complex manifold. Let
us begin with the following fundamental estimate.
Lemma 4.1. Let f1; : : : ; fr be holomorphic functions on X such that f1; : : : ; fr are not
zero on each connected component of X. Let a1; : : : ; ar 2 R0 and M 2 R. We denote





ai log j fij2 (a:e:)
holds over X. Then, for each point x 2 X, there are an open neighborhood Ux of x and a
constant M0x depending only on f1; : : : ; fr and x such that
u M +M0x(a1 +    + ar)
on Ux for any u 2 PSH(X; f1; : : : ; fr; a1; : : : ; ar;M).
Proof. Let us begin with the following claim:




ai log j fij2
holds over X .
Proof. Clearly we may assume that ai > 0 for all i. Let us fix x 2 X. If fi(x) = 0 for
some i, then the right hand side is1, so that the assertion is obvious. We assume
that fi(x) , 0 for all i. Then the right hand side is continuous around x. Thus it
follows from Lemma 2.3.1. 
Claim 4.1.2. Let  2 R>0, a1; : : : ; ad 2 R0, and M 2 R. Then
u M   2 log(=4)(a1 +    + ad)
holds on d=4 for any u 2 PSH(d; z1; : : : ; zd; a1; : : : ; ad;M), where (z1; : : : ; zd) is the
coordinate of Cd and
dt = f(z1; : : : ; zd) 2 Cd j jz1j < t; : : : ; jzdj < tg:
for t 2 R>0.
Proof. Note that if (z1; : : : ; zd) 2 d=4, then
f(z1 + (=2)e2i1 ; : : : ; zd + (=2)e2id) j 1; : : : ; d 2 [0; 1]g  d:
Moreover, as
=2 = j(=2)e2i j j = jz j + (=2)e2i j   z jj
 jz j + (=2)e2i j j + jz jj < jz j + (=2)e2i j j + =4;
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we have jz j + (=2)e2i j j > =4 for j = 1; : : : ; d. Thus, by [8, Theorem 4.1.3],















a j log jz j + (=2)e2i j j2



















Next we observe the following claim:
Claim 4.1.3. If Suppfx 2 X j f1(x)    fr(x) = 0g is a normal crossing divisor on X, then
the lemma holds.
Proof. We choose an open neighborhood Vx such that Vx = d1 and
Suppfx 2 X j f1(x)    fr(x) = 0g
is given by fz1    zl = 0g. Then there are bi j 2 Z0 and nowhere vanishing holo-
morphic functions v1; : : : ; vr on d1 such that





ai log j fij2 =M  
rX
i=1






1CCCCA log jz jj2:
We choose M1;M2 2 R such that M1 = maxfbi j j i = 1; : : : ; r; j = 1; : : : ; lg and




ai log j fij2 M +M2(a1 +    + ar)  
lX
j=1
M1(a1 +    + ar) log jz jj2
on d1=2. Thus, by the previous claim, for any u 2 PSH(X; f1; : : : ; fr; a1; : : : ; ar;M),
u M + (M2   2 log(1=8)lM1)(a1 +    + ar)
on d1=8. 
Let us start a general case. Let  : X0 ! X be a proper bimeromorphic map
such that Supp(f( f1)   ( fr) = 0g) is a normal crossing divisor on X0. Note that
if u is a plurisubharmonic function on X, then (u) is also plurisubharmonic on
X0 (cf. [9, Corollary 2.9.5]). By the above claim, for each point y 2  1(x), there
is an open neighborhood Uy of y and a constant M0y depending only on f1; : : : ; fr
and y such that, for any u 2 PSH(X; f1; : : : ; fr; a1; : : : ; ar;M),
f (u) M +M0y(a1 +    + ar)
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onUy. As  1(x)  Sy2 1(x)Uy and  1(x) is compact, there are y1; : : : ; ys such that
 1(x)  Uy1 [    [ Uys . We can choose an open neighborhood Ux of x such that
 1(Ux)  Uy1 [    [Uys . Thus, if we setM0x = maxfM0y1 ; : : : ;M0ysg, then
f (u) M +M0x(a1 +    + ar)
on  1(Ux), and hence the lemma follows. 




(i)  : X ! f 1g [R.
(ii)  2 (C1 + PSH)(X).
(iii) [] + ddc([])  0.
9>>>=>>>; :
First we observe the following lemma.
Lemma 4.2. We assume that X is compact and that  + ddc( 0) is either positive or
zero for some C1-function  0 on X. If  2 PSH(X;) \ C0(X), then there are sequences
fng1n=1 and f'ng1n=1 in
PSH(X;) \ C1(X)
such that n    'n on X for all n  1 and that
lim
n!1 k   nksup = limn!1 k'n   ksup = 0:
Proof. First we assume that  = ddc(  0) for some C1-function  0 on X. Then
PSH(X;) = f 0 + c j c 2 R [ f 1gg
because X is compact. Thus the assertion of the lemma is obvious.
Next we assume that  is positive. By [4, Theorem 1], there is a sequence of
f'ng1n=1 in PSH(X;) \ C1(X) such that
'1(x)  '2(x)      'n(x)  'n+1(x)      (x)
and (x) = limn!1 'n(x) for all x 2 X. Since X is compact and  is continuous, it is
easy to see that limn!1 k'n   ksup = 0. We set n = 'n   k'n   ksup for all n  1.
Then n 2 PSH(X;) \ C1(X) and n  . Note that k   nksup  2k'n   ksup.
Thus limn!1 k   nksup = 0.
Finally we assume that 0 =  + ddc( 0) is positive for some C1-function  0 on
X. Then
0 :=     0 2 PSH(X;0) \ C0(X):
Thus, by the previous observation, there are sequences f0ng1n=1 and f'0ng1n=1in
PSH(X;0) \ C1(X)
such that 0n  0  '0n on X for all n  1 and that
lim
n!1 k
0   0nksup = limn!1 k'
0
n   0ksup = 0:
We set n := 0n +  0 and 'n := '0n +  0 for every n  1. Then
n; 'n 2 PSH(X;) \ C1(X) and n    'n
for all n  1. Moreover, limn!1 kn   ksup = limn!1 k'n   ksup = 0. 
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Let A be an R-Cartier divisor and let gA be an A-Green function of C1-type on
X. Let  = c1(A; gA), that is,  is a C1-form such that
[] = ddc([gA]) + A
(cf. Proposition 2.3.2). Here let us consider the natural correspondence between
GPSH(X;A) and PSH(X;) in terms of gA.
Proposition 4.3. If  2 PSH(X;), then  + gA 2 GPSH(X;A). Moreover, we have the
following:
(1) For u 2 GPSH(X;A), there is  2 PSH(X;) such that  + gA = u (a:e:).
(2) For 1; 2 2 PSH(X;),
1  2 () 1 + gA  2 + gA (a:e:):
(3) For  2 PSH(X;),
(x) ,  1 (8x 2 X) ()  + gA 2 GPSHR(X;A):
(4) For  2 PSH(X;),
 2 C1(X) ()  + gA 2 GC1(X;A):
(5) For  2 PSH(X;),
 2 C0(X) ()  + gA 2 GC0(X;A):
Proof. We setA = a1D1+   +alDl, whereDi’s are reduced and irreducible divisors
onX and a1; : : : ; al 2 R. LetU be an open set ofX and let f1; : : : ; fl be local equations
of D1; : : : ;Dl on U respectively. Let
gA = h  
lX
i=1
ai log j fij2 (a:e:)
be the local expression of gA with respect to f1; : : : ; fl, where h 2 C1(U). Then
gA +  = (h + )  
lX
i=1
ai log j fij2 (a:e:):
Since  = ddc(h) on U, we have
ddc([h + ]) = [] + ddc([])  0:
Thus gA +  2 GPSH(X;A) and
gA +  = (h + )  
lX
i=1
ai log j fij2 (a:e:):
is the local expression of gA + with respect to f1; : : : ; fl.
(1) For u 2 GPSH(X;A), let
u = p  
lX
i=1
ai log j fij2 (a:e:)
be the local expression of uwith respect to f1; : : : ; fl, where p is plurisubharmonic.
It is easy to see that p   h does not depend on the choice of the local equations
f1; : : : ; fl. Thus there is a function  : X ! f 1g [ R such that  is locally given
by p   h. Moreover
ddc([p   h]) + [] = ddc([p])  0:
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Hence  2 PSH(X;) and  + gA = u (a:e:).
(2) Clearly
1  2 (a:e:) () 1 + gA  2 + gA (a:e:):
On the other hand, by Lemma 2.3.1,
1  2 () 1  2 (a:e:):
(3), (4) and (5) are obvious because
 + gA = (h + )  
lX
i=1
ai log j fij2 (a:e:)
is a local expression of  + gA and h is C1. 
Let T be a type for Green functions on X such that PSH is a subjacent type
of T , that is, the following property holds for an arbitrary open set U of X: if
u  v (a:e:) on U for u 2 PSH(U) and v 2 T (U), then u  v on U.
Proposition 4.4. Let A and B beR-Cartier divisors on X with A  B. Let h be a B-Green
function of T -type on X such that h is of upper bounded type. Let fgg2 be a family of
A-Green functions of PSH-type on X. We assume that g  h (a:e:) for all  2 . Then
there is an A-Green function g of PSH-type on X with the following properties:
(a) Let us fix an A-Green function gA of C1-type. Let  be a unique C1-form with
[] = ddc([gA]) + A. If we choose  2 PSH(X;) and  2 PSH(X;) for each
 2  such that g = gA +  (a:e:) and g = gA +  (a:e:) (cf. Proposition 4.3),









over X n Supp(A).
(b) g  h (a:e:).
(c) If there is g such that g 2 GPSHR(X;A), then g 2 GPSHR(X;A).
Proof. Let A = a1D1 +    + alDl and B = b1D1 +    + blDl be the decompositions of
A and B such thatDi’s are reduced and irreducible divisors, a1; : : : ; al; b1; : : : ; bl 2 R
and D1 [    [Dl = Supp(A)[ Supp(B). Let U be an open set of X and let f1; : : : ; fl
be local equations of D1; : : : ;Dl over U respectively. Let
h = v +
lX
i=1
( bi) log j fij2 (a:e:)
be the local expression of h with respect to f1; : : : ; fl. Moreover, let
g = u +
lX
i=1
( ai) log j fij2 (a:e:)
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be the local expression of g with respect to f1; : : : ; fl. Then
u  v  
lX
i=1
(bi   ai) log j fij2 (a:e:)
holds for every  2 . Note that v is locally bounded above. Thus fug2 is
uniformly locally bounded above by Lemma 4.1. Let u be the function onU given
by
u(x) = supfu(x) j  2 g:
Let u˜be theupper semicontinuous regularizationofu. Then u˜ is plurisubharmonic
on U (cf. Subsection 2.1). Let f 01 ; : : : ; f
0
l be another local equations of D1; : : : ;Dl.







( ai) log j f 0i j2 (a:e:)
is the local expression of g with respect to f 01 ; : : : ; f
0
l . Thus, if we denote the
plurisubharmonic function arising from f 01 ; : : : ; f
0
l by u˜
0, then, by Lemma 2.3.1,








( ai) log j fij2








( ai) log j fij2 (a:e:):
Let gA = uA +
Pl
i=1( ai) log j fij2 (a:e:) be the local expression of gA with respect
to f1; : : : ; fl. Then  = u   uA and  = u˜   uA. Thus (a) follows.
By (a), gcan is the upper semicontinuous regularization of the function g0 given
by g0(x) = sup2f(g)can(x)g overXnSupp(A). As PSH is a subjacent type ofT , we
have (g)can  hcan on X n (Supp(A)[ Supp(B)) for all  2 . Note that g = g0 (a:e:)
(cf. Subsection 2.1). Thus we have g  h (a:e:).
Finally we assume that g 2 GPSHR(X;A) for some . Then u  u˜ (a:e:), so that
u  u˜ by Lemma 2.3.1. Thus u˜(x) ,  1. Therefore, g 2 GPSHR(X;A). 
Let A be an R-Cartier divisor on X and let g be a locally integrable function on
X. We set
GT (X;A)g := fu 2 GT (X;A) j u  g (a:e:)g;
where GT (X;A) is the set of all A-Green functions of T -type on X.
Lemma 4.5. Let A and B be R-Cartier divisors on X with A  B. Let gB be a B-Green
function of C1-type (resp. C0-type). There is an A-Green function gA of C1-type (resp.
C0-type) such that
gA  gB (a:e:) and GPSH(X;A)gA = GPSH(X;A)gB :
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Proof. We setA = a1D1+   +anDn and B = b1D1+   +bnDn, whereDi’s are reduced
and irreducible divisors on X and a1; : : : ; an; b1; : : : ; bn 2 R. For x 2 X, let Ux be
a small open neighborhood of x and let f1; : : : ; fn be local equations of D1; : : : ;Dn
on Ux respectively. Note that if x < Di, then we take fi as the constant function 1.
Let gB = hx  Pi bi log j fij2 (a:e:) be the local expression of gB on Ux with respect to
f1; : : : ; fn. Shrinking Ux if necessarily, we may assume that there is a constant Mx
such that jhxj Mx on Ux.
Claim 4.5.1. There are an open neighborhood Vx of x and a positive constant Cx such
that Vx  Ux,
hx + Cx  
X
i
ai log j fij2  gB (a:e:)
on Vx and that
u  hx + Cx  
X
i
ai log j fij2 (a:e:)
on Vx for all u 2 GPSH(X;A)gB .
Proof. For u 2 GPSH(X;A)gB , let u = px(u) 
P
i ai log j fij2 (a:e:) be the local expression
of u on Ux with respect to f1; : : : ; fn. Then u  gB (a:e:) is nothing more than
px(u)  hx  
X
i
(bi   ai) log j fij2 (a:e:):
If either ai = bi or x < Di for all i, then
P
i(bi ai) log j fij2 = 0 onUx. Thus our assertion
is obvious by taking Cx = 0, so that we may assume that ai < bi and x 2 Di for
some i. By Lemma 4.1, there are an open neighborhood U0x of x and a positive
constant M0x such that U0x  Ux and px(u)  M0x on U0x for all u 2 GPSH(X;A)gB .
Note that
M0x =  Mx + (M0x +Mx)  hx + (M0x +Mx)
on Ux. Thus if we set Cx = M0x + Mx, then px(u)  hx + Cx on U0x for all
u 2 GPSH(X;A)gB . As limy!x
P
i(bi   ai) log j fij2(y) =  1, we can find an open
neighborhood Vx of x such that Vx  U0x and Cx   
P
i(bi   ai) log j fij2 on Vx.
Therefore,
px(u)  hx + Cx  hx  
X
i
(bi   ai) log j fij2
on Vx for all u 2 GPSH(X;A)gB , as required. 
By using Claim 4.5.1, we can find an open covering fVg2 of X and a family
of constants fCg2 with the following properties:
(1) fVg2 is a locally finite covering.
(2) There are local equations f;1; : : : ; f;n of D1; : : : ;Dn on V respectively.
(3) Let gB = h  Pi bi log j f;ij2 (a:e:) be the local expression of gB on V with
respect to f;1; : : : ; f;n. Then
h + C  
X
ai log j f;ij2  gB (a:e:)
on V and that
u  h + C  
X
i
ai log j f;ij2 (a:e:)
on V for all u 2 GPSH(X;A)gB .
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0BBBB@h + C  X
i
ai log j f;ij2
1CCCCA :
By Lemma 2.4.1, gA is an A-Green function of C1-type (resp. C0-type). Moreover,
gA  gB (a:e:) and u  gA (a:e:) for all u 2 GPSH(X;A)gB . Therefore the lemma
follows. 
The following theorem is the main result of this section.
Theorem 4.6. Let A be an R-Cartier divisor on X. If X is projective and there is an
A-Green function h of C1-type such that ddc([h]) + A is represented by either a positive
C1-form or the zero form, then we have the following:
(1) Let B be an R-Cartier divisor on X with A  B. Let gB be a B-Green function of
C0-type. Then there is g 2 GC0\PSH(X;A) such that g  gB (a:e:) and
u  g (a:e:) (8u 2 GPSH(X;A)gB):
(2) If u 2 GC0\PSH(X;A), then there are sequences fung1n=1 and fvng1n=1 of continuous
functions on X with the following properties:
(2.1) un  0 and vn  0 for all n  1.
(2.2) limn!1 kunksup = limn!1 kvnksup = 0.
(2.3) u   un;u + vn 2 GC1\PSH(X;A) all n  1.
Proof. (1) Let us begin with the following claim:
Claim 4.6.1. There is g 2 GPSHR(X;A) such that g  gB (a:e:) and
u  g (a:e:) (8u 2 GPSH(X;A)gB):
We say g is the greatest element of GPSH(X;A)gB modulo null functions.
Proof. Note that PSH is a subjacent type of C0 by Lemma 2.3.1, and that h   c 2
GPSHR(X;A)gB for some constant c. Thus the assertion follows from Proposi-
tion 4.4. 
Claim 4.6.2. If gB is of C1-type, then the assertion of (1) holds.
Proof. By Lemma 4.5, we may assume that A = B. Let  = c1(A; gA), that is,  is a
C1-form such that [] = ddc([gA]) + A. We set
PSH(X;)0 = f 2 PSH(X;) j   0g:
By our assumption, we can find a C1-function 0 such that gA+ 0 = h (a:e:). Note
that [ + ddc( 0)] = ddc([h]) + A. Thus  + ddc( 0) is either positive or zero.
First we assume that  + ddc( 0) is positive. Let g be the greatest element of
GPSH(X;A)gA
modulo null functions (cf. Claim 4.6.1). We choose  2 PSH(X;) and  u 2
PSH(X;) for eachu 2 GPSH(X;A)gA such that g = gA+ (a:e:) andu = gA+ u (a:e:)
(cf. Proposition 4.3). Then
f u j u 2 GPSH(X;A)gAg = PSH(X;)0:
Moreover, by our construction of g (cf. Proposition 4.4 and Claim 4.6.1),  is the
upper semicontinuous regularization of the function 0 given by
0(x) = supf u(x) j u 2 GPSH(X;A)gAg(= supf (x) j  2 PSH(X;)0g)
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for x 2 X. On the other hand, by [3, Theorem 1.4], 0 is continuous. Thus  = 0
and  is continuous. Therefore the claim follows by Proposition 4.3.
Next we assume that  + ddc( 0) = 0, that is,  = ddc(  0). Then
PSH(X;) =

 0 + c j c 2 R [ f 1g	 :
Let g be the greatest element of GPSH(X;A)gA modulo null functions. Then, by
Proposition 4.3, there is c 2 R such that g = gA + ( 0 + c) (a:e:). Thus the claim
follows in this case. 
Finally, let us consider a general case. First of all, we may assume A = B as
before. We can take a continuous function f on X such that gA = h + f (a:e:).
By using the Stone-Weierstrass theorem, there is a sequence fung1n=1 of continuous
functions on X such that limn!1 kunksup = 0 and f + un is C1 for every n. Then, as
gA +un = h+ ( f +un) (a:e:), gA +un is of C1-type for all all n. Let g (resp. gn) be the
greatest element of GPSH(X;A)gA (resp. GPSH(X;A)gA+un) modulo null functions.
Note that the greatest element of GPSH(X;A)gAkunksup modulo null functions is
given by g  kunksup. By the previous claim, gn 2 GC0\PSH(X;A). Moreover, since
gA   kunksup  gA + un  gA + kunksup (a:e:);
we have
g   kunksup  gn  g + kunksup (a:e:)
for all n. Let g = v+
Pl
i=1( ai) log j fij2 (a:e:) and gn = vn+
Pl
i=1( ai)j fij2 (a:e:) be local
expression of g and gn. Note that vn is continuous for every n. By Lemma 2.3.1,
v   kunksup  vn  v + kunksup holds for all n. Thus vn converges to v uniformly,
which implies that v is continuous.
(2) Let 0 be a C1-form such that [0] = ddc([h]) + A. By our assumption, 0 is
either positive or zero. By Proposition 4.3, there is  2 PSH(X;0) such that  is
continuous and  + h = u (a:e:). Thus, by Lemma 4.2, there are sequences fung1n=1
and fvng1n=1 of continuous functions on X with the following properties:
(a) un  0 and vn  0 for all n  1.
(b) limn!1 kunksup = limn!1 kvnksup = 0.
(c)    un;  + vn 2 PSH(X;0) \ C1(X) for every n  1.
Note that u   un = (   un) + h (a:e:) and u + vn = ( + vn) + h (a:e:). Therefore, by
Proposition 4.3, u   un; u + vn 2 GC1\PSH(X;A). 
5. Arithmetic R-Cartier divisors
Throughout this section, let X be a d-dimensional generically smooth and nor-
mal arithmetic variety, that is,X is a flat and quasi-projective integral scheme over
Z such that X is normal, X is smooth over Q and the Krull dimension of X is d.
5.1. Definitionof arithmeticR-Cartierdivisor. LetDiv(X) be thegroupofCartier
divisors on X. An element of
Div(X)R := Div(X) 
Z R (resp. Div(X)Q := Div(X) 
Z Q)
is called an R-Cartier divisor (resp. Q-Cartier divisor) on X. Let D be an R-Cartier
divisor onX and letD = a1D1+  +alDl be theuniquedecomposition ofD such that
Di’s are prime divisors on X and a1; : : : ; al 2 R. Note that Di’s are not necessarily
Cartier divisors onX. The support Supp(D) ofD is defined by
S
i2fijai,0gDi. If ai  0
for all i, then D is said to be eective and it is denoted by D  0. More generally,
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for D;E 2 Div(X)R, if D   E  0, then it is denoted by D  E or E  D. We define
H0(X;D) to be
H0(X;D) = f 2 Rat(X) j () +D  0g [ f0g;
where Rat(X) is the field of rational functions on X. Let F1 : X(C) ! X(C) be the
complex conjugation map on X(C). Let g be a locally integrable function on X(C).
We say g is F1-invariant if F1(g) = g (a:e:) on X(C). Note that we do not require
that F1(g) is identically equal to g onX(C). A pairD = (D; g) is called an arithmetic
R-Cartier divisor on X if g is F1-invariant. If D 2 Div(X) (resp. D 2 Div(X)Q),
then D is called an arithmetic divisor on X (resp. arithmetic Q-Cartier divisor on
X). For arithmetic R-Cartier divisors D1 = (D1; g1) and D2 = (D2; g2), D1 = D2 and
D1  D2 (or D2  D1) are defined as follows:8>><>>:D1 = D2 def() D1 = D2 and g1 = g2 (a:e:);D1  D2 def() D1  D2 and g1  g2 (a:e:):
If D  (0; 0), then D is said to be arithmetically eective (or eective for simplicity).
For arithmetic R-Cartier divisors D and E on X, we set ( 1;D], [D;1) and [D;E]
as follows:8>>>><>>>>:
( 1;D] := fM jM is an arithmetic R-Cartier divisor on X andM  Dg;
[D;1) := fM jM is an arithmetic R-Cartier divisor on X and D Mg;
[D;E] := fM jM is an arithmetic R-Cartier divisor on X and D M  Eg:
Let T be a type for Green functions on X, that is, T is a type for Green
functions on X(C) together with the following extra F1-compatibility condition:
if u 2 T (U) for an open set U of X(C), then F1(u) 2 T (F 11 (U)). On arithmetic
varieties, we always assume the above F1-compatibility condition for a type for
Green functions. We denote
fu 2 T (X(C)) j u = F1(u)g
by T (X). Note that T (X) is dierent from T (X(C)). Clearly C0 and C1 have F1-
compatibility. Moreover, by the following lemma, PSH and PSHR have also F1-
compatibility. If two types T and T 0 for Green functions have F1-compatibility,
then T +T 0 and T  T 0 have also F1-compatibility.
Lemma 5.1.1. Let f1; : : : ; fr 2 R[X1; : : : ;XN] and
V = Spec(C[X1; : : : ;XN]=( f1; : : : ; fr)):
We assume that V is e-equidimensional and smooth over C. Let F1 : V ! V be the
complex conjugation map. If u is a plurisubharmonic function on an open set U of V,
then F1(u) is also a plurisubharmonic function on F 11 (U).
Proof. Fix x 2 U and choose i1 <    < ie such that the projection p : V ! Ce
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Let Ux be an open neighborhood of x such that p

Ux
: Ux ! Wx = p(Ux) is an
isomorphism as complex manifolds. Then p

F 11 (Ux)
: F 11 (Ux) ! F 11 (Wx) is also
an isomorphism as complex manifolds. This observation indicates that we may
assume V = Ce in order to see our assertion.
Let y 2 F 11 (U)  Ce and  2 Ce such that y +  exp(
p 1) 2 F 11 (U) for all
0    2. Then
F1(u)(y) = u(y¯)  12
Z 2
0






























which shows that F1(u) is plurisubharmonic on F 11 (U). 
LetD be anR-Cartier divisor on X and let g be aD-Green function on X(C). By
the following lemma, 12 (g+ F
1(g)) is an F1-invariant D-Green function of T -type
on X(C).
Lemma 5.1.2. If g is a D-Green function of T -type, then F1(g) is also a D-Green
function of T -type.
Proof. LetD = a1D1+   +alDl be a decomposition ofD such that a1; : : : ; al 2 R and
Di’s are Cartier divisors on X. Let U be a Zariski open set of X over which Di can
be written by a local equation i for each i. Let g = u +
Pl
i=1( ai) log jij2 (a:e:) be
the local expression of gwith respect to 1; : : : ; l overU(C). Note that F1(i) = ¯i
as a function over U(C). Thus F1(g) = F1(u) +
Pl
i=1( ai) log jij2 (a:e:) is a local
expression of F1(g), as required. 
We define dDivT (X), dDivT (X)Q and dDivT (X)R as follows:8>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>><>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>:
dDivT (X) := ((D; g)  D 2 Div(X) and g is an F1-invariantD-Green function of T -type on X(C).
)
;
dDivT (X)Q := ((D; g)  D 2 Div(X)Q and g is an F1-invariantD-Green function of T -type on X(C).
)
;
dDivT (X)R := ((D; g)  D 2 Div(X)R and g is an F1-invariantD-Green function of T -type on X(C).
)
:
An element of dDivT (X)R (resp. dDivT (X)Q, dDivT (X)) is called an arithmetic R-
Cartier divisor of T -type on X (resp. arithmetic Q-Cartier divisor of T -type on X,
arithmetic Cartier divisor of T -type on X). Let D = (D; g) be an arithmetic R-Cartier
divisor of T -type. Then, as F1(g) = g (a:e:), we can see that F1(gcan) = gcan holds
X(C) n Supp(D)(C).
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Here we recall cPicC0(X), cPicC0(X)Q and cPicC0(X)R (for details, see [15]). First of
all, let cPicC0(X) be the group of isomorphism classes of F1-invariant continuous
hermitian invertible sheaves on X and let cPicC0(X)Q := cPicC0(X) 
Z Q. For an
F1-invariant continuous function f on X(C), O( f ) is given by (OX; exp(  f )j  jcan).
Then cPicC0(X)R is defined to be




 f1; : : : ; fr 2 C0(X) anda1; : : : ; ar 2 R withPi ai fi = 0
) ;
where C0(X) = f f 2 C0(X(C)) j F1( f ) = f g as before. Note that there is a natural
surjective homomorphism O : dDivC0(X)! cPicC0(X) given by
O(D; g) = (OX(D); j  jg);
where j1jg = exp( g=2).
5.2. Volume function for arithmetic R-Cartier divisors. We assume that X is
projective. Let D = (D; g) be an arithmetic R-Cartier divisor on X. We set




log #Hˆ0(X;D) if Hˆ0(X;D) is finite;
1 otherwise;
where kkg is the essential supremum of jjg = jj exp( g=2). Note that
Hˆ0(X;D) = f 2 Rat(X) j c() +D  0g [ f0g:
The volume cvol(D) of D is defined to be





For arithmetic R-Cartier divisors D and D
0
on X, if D  D0, then Hˆ0(X;D) 
Hˆ0(X;D
0
) and cvol(D)  cvol(D0) hold.
Proposition 5.2.1. Let T be a type for Green functions on X and let D = (D; g) be an
arithmetic R-Cartier divisor of T -type on X. If g is either of upper bounded type or of
lower bounded type, then Hˆ0(X;D) is finite. Moreover, if g is of upper bounded type, thencvol(D) < 1.
Proof. First we assume that g is of lower bounded type. Then, by Lemma 2.5.1,
k  kg yields a norm of H0(X;D), and hence the assertion follows.
Next we assume that g is of upper bounded type. Then, by Proposition 2.3.6,
there is an F1-invariant D-Green function g0 of C1-type such that g  g0 (a:e:).
By Proposition 2.4.2, we can choose a1; : : : ; al 2 R and D1; : : : ;Dl 2 dDivC1(X) such
that (D; g0) = a1D1 +   + alDl. For each i, by using Lemma 5.2.3 and Lemma 5.2.4,
we can find eective arithmetic Cartier divisors Ai and Bi of C1-type such that
Di = Ai   Bi. As
(D; g0) = a1A1 +    + alAl + ( a1)B1 +    + ( al)Bl;
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if we set D
00
= da1eA1 +    + daleAl + d( a1)eB1 +    + d( al)eBl, then (D; g0)  D00
and D
00 2 dDivC1(X). Note that
Hˆ0(X;nD)  Hˆ0(X; n(D; g0))  Hˆ0(X;nD00) = Hˆ0(X;O(D00)
n)
for all n  1. Thus our assertion follows from [14, Lemma 3.3]. 
Here we consider the fundamental properties of cvol on dDivC0(X)R.
Theorem 5.2.2. There is a natural surjective homomorphism
OR : dDivC0(X)R ! cPicC0(X)R




Z R????y ????ydDivC0(X)R OR    ! cPicC0(X)R:
Moreover, we have the following:






where t 2 R>0 and cvol(OR(D)) is the volume defined in [15, Section 4].
(2) cvol(aD) = adcvol(D) for all a 2 R0 and D 2 dDivC0(X)R.
(3) (Continuity of cvol) Let D1; : : : ;Dr;A1; : : : ;Ar0 2 dDivC0(X)R. For a compact set
B in Rr and a positive number , there are positive numbers  and 0 such that,
for all a1; : : : ; ar; 1; : : : ; r0 2 R and  2 C0(X) with (a1; : : : ; ar) 2 B,Pr0j=1 j jj  













Moreover, if D1; : : : ;Dr, A1; : : : ;Ar0 are C1, then there is a positive constant C


























for all a1; : : : ; ar; 1; : : : ; r0 2 R and  2 C0(X).
(4) Let D1 and D2 be arithmetic R-Cartier divisors of C0-type. If D1 and D2 are
pseudo-eective (for the definition of pseudo-eectivity, see SubSection 6.1), thencvol(D1 +D2)1=d  cvol(D1)1=d + cvol(D2)1=d:
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(5) (Fujita’s approximation theorem for arithmetic R-Cartier divisors) If D is an
arithmetic R-Cartier divisor of C0-type and cvol(D) > 0, then, for any positive
number , there are a birational morphism  : Y ! X of generically smooth and
normal projective arithmetic varieties and an ample arithmetic Q-Cartier divisor
A of C1-type on Y (cf. Section 6) such that A  (D) and cvol(A)  cvol(D)   .
Let us begin with the following lemmas.
Lemma5.2.3. LetY be a normal projective arithmetic variety. Thenwe have the following:
(1) Let Z be a Weil divisor on Y. Then there is an eective Cartier divisor A on Y
such that Z  A.
(2) Let D be a Cartier divisor on Y. Then there are eective Cartier divisors A and B
on Y such that D = A   B.
(3) Let x1; : : : ; xl be points of Y and let D be a Cartier divisor on Y. Then there are
eective Cartier divisors A and B, and a non-zero rational function  on Y such
that D + () = A   B and x1; : : : ; xl < Supp(A) [ Supp(B).
Proof. (1) Let Z = a1 1 +    + al l be the decomposition such that  i’s are prime
divisors on Y and a1; : : : ; al 2 Z. Let L be an ample invertible sheaf on Y. Then
we can choose a positive integer n and a non-zero section s 2 H0(Y; L
n) such that
mult i(s)  ai for all i. Thus, if we set A = div(s), then A is a Cartier divisor and
Z  A.
(2) First of all, we can find eective Weil divisors A0 and B0 on Y such that
D = A0   B0. By the previous (1), there is an eective Cartier divisor A such that
A0  A. We set B = B0 + (A   A0). Then B is eective and D = A   B. Moreover,
since B = A  D, B is a Cartier divisor.
(3) Let L be an ample invertible sheaf on Y as before. Then there are a positive
integer n1 and a non-zero s1 2 H0(Y;L
n1) such that s1(xi) , 0 for all i. We set
A0 = div(s1). Similarly we can find a positive integer n2 and a non-zero s2 2
H0(Y;OY(n2A0   D)) such that s2(xi) , 0 for all i. Therefore, if we set A = n2A0
and B = div(s2), then there is a non-zero rational function  on Y such that
A  D = B + (), as required. 
Lemma 5.2.4. Let T be either C0 or C1. Let A0 and A00 be eective R-Cartier divisors
on X and A = A0  A00. Let gA be an F1-invariant A-Green function of T -type on X(C).
Then there are eective arithmetic R-Cartier divisors (A0; gA0) and (A00; gA00) of T -type
such that (A; gA) = (A0; gA0)   (A00; gA00).
Proof. Let gA00 be an F1-invariant A00-Green function of T -type such that gA00 
0 (a:e:). We put gA0 = gA + gA00 . Then gA0 is an F1-invariant A0-Green function
of T -type. Replacing gA00 with gA00 + (positive constant) if necessarily, we have
gA0  0 (a:e:). 
Lemma 5.2.5. Let T be a type for Green functions such that  T  T and C1  T .
Then the kernel of the natural homomorphism dDivT (X) 





 a1; : : : ; al 2 R, 1; : : : ; l 2 T (X)and a11 +    + all = 0
)
:
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Proof. It is sucient to show that, for
Pl
i=1(Di; gi) 




aiDi = 0 and
lX
i=1
aigi = 0 (a:e:);
then there are 1; : : : ; l 2 T (X) such that Pli=1(Di; gi) 
 ai = Pli=1(0; i) 
 ai and
a11 +    + all = 0. Let E1; : : : ;Er be a free basis of the Z-submodule of Div(X)
generated by D1; : : : ;Dl. We set Di =
Pr













i=1 aibi j = 0 for all j = 1; : : : ; r. Let h j be an F1-invariant E j-Green
function of C1-type. Note that
Pr
j=1 bi jh j is an F1-invariant Di-Green function of




bi jh j + i (a:e:)






















i aii 2 T (X), so that
P









(E j; h j) 






















The proof of Theorem 5.2.2. By Proposition 2.4.2, the natural homomorphismdDivC0(X) 
Z R! dDivC0(X)R
is surjective. Thus the first assertion follows from Lemma 5.2.5.
(1)We setD = a1D1+  +alDl, where a1; : : : ; al 2 R andD1; : : : ;Dl 2 dDivC0(X). For
















1 +    + ( al)D
00
l :
Thus, in order to see our assertion, we may assume that Di is eective for every i.










j2Jd(n   1)a jeD j
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Note that (bbtcac  ta  ddteae if a  0;
b(btc + 1)ac  ta  d(dte   1)ae if a < 0














and hence (1) follows.
(2) follows from (1).
(3) The first assertion follows from [15, (4) in Proposition 4.6]. Let us see the
second assertion. We choose E1; : : : ;Em;B1; : : : ;Bm0 2 dDivC1(X) such that Di =Pm
k=1 ikEk and A j =
Pm0



















Moreover, if we set C0 = max



















Thuswemay assume thatD1; : : : ;Dr;A1; : : : ;Ar0 2 dDivC1(X). Therefore, the second
assertion of (3) follows from [15, Lemma 3.1, Theorem 4.4 and Proposition 4.6].
(4) If cvol(D1) > 0 and cvol(D2) > 0, then (4) follows from (3) and [22, Theorem B]
(or [16, Theorem 6.2]). Let us fix an ample arithmetic Cartier divisor A (for
the definition of ampleness, see SubSection 6.1). Then cvol(D1 + A) > 0 andcvol(D2 + A) > 0 for all  > 0 by Proposition 6.3.2. Thus, by using (3) and the
previous observation, we obtain (4).
(5) By using the continuity of cvol and the Stone-Weierstrass theorem, we can
find an arithmetic Q-Cartier divisor D
0
of C1-type such that D
0  D andcvol(D0) > maxfcvol(D)   =2; 0g:
Then, by virtue of [6], [22] or [16], there are a birational morphism  : Y ! X
of generically smooth and normal projective arithmetic varieties and an ample
arithmetic Q-Cartier divisor A of C1-type on Y such that A  (D0) and cvol(A) cvol(D0)   =2. Thus (5) follows. 
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5.3. Intersection number of arithmeticR-Cartier divisors with a 1-dimensional
subscheme. We assume that X is projective. Let C be a 1-dimensional closed
integral subscheme of X. Let L = (L; h) be an F1-invariant continuous hermitian
invertible sheaf on X. Then it is well-known that ddeg(L
C
) is defined and it has
the following property: if s is not zero element of H0(X;L) with sjC , 0, then
ddeg(L
C









In addition, the map cPicC0(X)! R (L 7! ddeg(LC))
is a homomorphism of abelian groups, so that it extends to a homomorphismddeg( jC) : cPicC0(X) 
Z R! R
given byddeg((L1 
 a1 +    +Lr 
 ar)C) = a1ddeg(L1C) +    + arddeg(LrC):
If f1; : : : ; fr 2 C0(X), a1; : : : ; ar 2 R and a1 f1 +    + ar fr = 0, thenddeg((O( f1) 
 a1 +    + O( fr) 
 ar)C)










ZR! Rdescents to ahomomorphismcPicC0(X)R !
R. By abuse of notation, we use the same symbol ddeg( jC) to denote the homo-
morphism cPicC0(X)R ! R. Using this homomorphism, we defineddeg( jC) : dDivC0(X)R ! R
to be ddeg(D
C
) := ddeg(OR(D)C) for D 2 dDivC0(X)R. If there are eective Cartier
divisors D1; : : : ;Dl and a1; : : : ; al 2 R such that D = a1D1 +    + alDl and C *












Let T be a type for Green functions on X such that C0  T , T is real valued
and  T  T . Let D = (D; g) be an arithmetic R-Cartier divisor of T -type on X.
There is h 2 T (X) such that g   h is an F1-invariant D-Green function of C0-type.
We would like to define ddeg(D
C
) by the following quantity:










Indeed, it does not depend on the choice of h. Let h0 be another element of T (X)
such that g   h0 is an F1-invariant D-Green function of C0-type. We can find
u 2 C0(X) such that g  h = g  h0 + u (a:e:), so that h0 = h+ u over X(C). Therefore,





































Note that if there are eective Cartier divisors D1; : : : ;Dl and a1; : : : ; al 2 R such













Moreover, ddeg( jC) : dDivT (X)R ! R is a homomorphism.
Let Z1(X) be the group of 1-cycles on X and Z1(X)R = Z1(X) 
Z R. Let Z be an
element of Z1(X)R. There is a unique expression Z = a1C1 +    + alCl such that
a1; : : : ; al 2 R and C1; : : : ;Cl are 1-dimensional closed integral schemes on X. For
D 2 dDivT (X)R, we define ddeg D j Z to be
ddeg D j Z := lX
i=1
aiddeg DCi :
Note thatddeg D j C = ddeg D
C

for a 1-dimensional closed integral scheme C on
X.
6. Positivity of arithmetic R-Cartier divisors
In this section, we will introduce a lot of kinds of positivity for arithmetic R-
Cartier divisors and investigate their properties. Throughout this section, let X
be a generically smooth projective and normal arithmetic variety.
6.1. Definitions. Let D = (D; g) be an arithmetic R-Cartier divisor on X, that is,
D 2 Div(X)R and g is an F1-invariant locally integrable function on X(C). The
ampleness, adequateness, nefness, bigness andpseudo-eectivity ofD are defined
as follows:
 ample : First we recall the ampleness of a C1-hermitian invertible sheaf. Ac-
cording to [13], an F1-invariant C1-hermitian invertible sheaf L = (L; h) on X is




n) j ksksup < 1g
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as a Z-module for n  1. Note that our definition is slightly stronger than
Zhang’s definition [25], in which the semipositivity of c1(L) is assumed instead of
positivity.
We say D is ample if there are a1; : : : ; ar 2 R>0 and ample arithmetic Q-Cartier
divisors A1; : : : ;Ar of C1-type (i.e., O(niAi) is an ample C1-hermitian invertible
sheaf for some ni 2 Z>0 in the above sense) such that
D = a1A1 +    + arAr:
Note that an ample arithmetic R-Cartier divisor is of C1-type. The set of all
ample arithmetic R-Cartier divisors on X is denoted by [Amp(X)R. By applying
[16, Lemma 1.1.3] to the case where P = dDivC1(X)Q, m = 1, b1 = 0, A = t(0; : : : ; 0)
and x1 = A1; : : : ; xr = Ar, we can see that
[Amp(X)R \dDivC1(X)Q = (D  O(nD) is an ample C1-hermitianinvertible sheaf on X for some n 2 Z>0
)
:
 adequate : D is said to be adequate if there are an ample arithmetic R-Cartier
divisor A and a non-negative F1-invariant continuous function f on X(C) such
that D = A + (0; f ). Note that an adequate arithmetic R-Cartier divisor is of
C0-type.
 nef : We say D is nef if the following properties holds:
(a) D is of PSHR-type.
(b) ddeg(D
C
)  0 for all 1-dimensional closed integral subschemes C of X.
The cone of all nef arithmetic R-Cartier divisors on X is denoted by dNef(X)R.
Moreover, the cone of all nef arithmetic R-Cartier divisors of C1-type (resp. C0-
type) on X is denoted by dNefC1(X)R (resp. dNefC0(X)R).
big : Let us fix a typeT for Green functions. We sayD is a big arithmeticR-Cartier
divisor of T -type if D 2 dDivT b(X)R (i.e. D 2 dDivT (X)R and g is of bounded type)
and cvol(D) > 0.
 pseudo-eective : D is said to be pseudo-eective if D is of C0-type and there are
arithmeticR-CartierdivisorsD1; : : : ;Dr ofC0-typeandsequences fan1g1n=1; : : : ; fanrg1n=1
in R such that limn!1 ani = 0 for all i = 1; : : : ; r and cvol(D+ an1D1 +   + anrDr) > 0
for all n 1.
6.2. Properties of ample arithmetic R-Cartier divisors. In this subsection, we
consider several properties of ample arithmetic R-Cartier divisors. Let us begin
with the following proposition.
Proposition 6.2.1. (1) If A and B are ample (resp. adequate) arithmetic R-Cartier
divisors and a 2 R>0, then A + B and aA are also ample (resp. adequate).
(2) If A is an ample arithmetic R-Cartier divisor, then there are an ample arithmetic
Q-Cartier divisor A
0









(3) Let A be an ample (resp. adequate) arithmeticR-Cartier divisor and let L1; : : : ;Ln
be arithmetic R-Cartier divisors of C1-type (resp. of C0-type). Then there is
 2 R>0 such that A+1L1+   +nLn is ample (resp. adequate) for 1; : : : ; n 2 R
with j1j +    + jnj  .
(4) If A is an adequate arithmetic R-Cartier divisor, then cvol(A) > 0.
Proof. (1) and (2) are obvious.
(3) First we assume that A is ample and that L1; : : : ; Ln are of C1-type. We set
Li =
Pl
j=1 bi jM j such that M1; : : : ;Ml are arithmetic Q-Cartier divisors of C1-type











wemay assume that L1; : : : ; Ln are arithmeticQ-Cartier divisors ofC1-type. More-
over, by (1) and (2), wemay further assume thatA is an ample arithmeticQ-Cartier
divisor.













where sign(a) for a 2 R is given by
sign(a) =
(
1 if a  0;
 1 if a < 0:
Hence, if
P
i=1 jij  , then A +
Pn
i=1 iLi is ample.
Next we assume that A is adequate and that L1; : : : ; Ln are of C0-type. Then
there are an ample arithmetic R-Cartier divisor A
0
and u 2 C0(X) such that u  0
and A = A
0
+ (0; u). As A
0   (0; ) is ample for 0 <   1 by the previous
observation, we may assume that u   for some positive number . By virtue of
the Stone-Weierstrass theorem, we can find v1; : : : ; vn 2 C0(X) such that vi  0 (8i),
  v1 +   + vn and L0i := Li + (0; vi) is of C1-type for all i. By the previous case, we




1 +    + nL
0
n is ample for 1; : : : ; n 2 R withj1j +    + jnj  . Note that
A + 1L1 +    + nLn = A0 + 1L01 +    + nL
0
n + (0;u   1v1        nvn)
and
u   1v1        nvn  u   v1        vn  0;
as required.
(4) Clearly we may assume that A is ample, so that the assertion follows from
(2) and (4) in Theorem 5.2.2. 
Next we consider the following proposition.
Proposition 6.2.2. (1) If A is an ample arithmetic R-Cartier divisor and B is a nef
arithmetic R-Cartier divisor of C1-type, then A + B is ample.
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(2) If A is an adequate arithmeticR-Cartier divisor and B is a nef arithmeticR-Cartier
divisor of C0-type, then A + B is adequate.
Proof. (1) We set B = b1B1 +    + bnBn such that b1; : : : ; bn 2 R and B1; : : : ;Bn
are arithmetic Q-Cartier divisors of C1-type. We choose an ample arithmetic
Q-Cartier divisor A1 and an ample arithmetic R-Cartier divisor A2 such that








are ample and bi + i 2 Q for all i. Moreover, we can take an ample arithmetic













is a nef arithmeticQ-Cartier divisor of C1-type, A3 +A1 +
Pn
i=1 iBi +B is an ample
arithmetic Q-Cartier divisor by [14, Lemma 5.6]. Therefore,




is an ample arithmetic R-Cartier divisor.
(2) Clearly we may assume that A is ample. By (3) in Proposition 6.2.1, there is
a positive real number  such that 12A  (0; ) is ample. Note that 12A+ B is ample,
that is, 12A + B is a linear combination of ample Cartier divisors with positive
coecients, which can be checked in the same way as above. Thus, by (2) in
Theorem 4.6, there is u 2 C0(X) (i.e., u is an F1-invariant continuous function in
X(C)) such that 0  u <  on X(C) and 12A + B + (0;u) is a nef R-Cartier divisor of
C1-type. Then, by (1),
1
2
A   (0; ) + 1
2
A + B + (0;u)
is ample. Thus
A + B =
1
2
A   (0; ) + 1
2
A + B + (0; u) + (0;    u)
is adequate. 
Finally let us observe the following lemma.
Lemma 6.2.3. Let D1 = (D1; g1) and D2 = (D2; g2) be arithmetic R-Cartier divisors of
PSHR-type on X. If D1 = D2, g1  g2 (a:e:) and D1 is nef, then D2 is also nef.
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Proof. SinceD1 = D2, there is a 2 (PSHR  PSHR)(X(C)) such that g2 = g1+ (a:e:)
and   0 (a:e:). Note that   0 by Lemma 2.3.1. Let C be a 1-dimensional closed







6.3. Criterions of bigness andpseudo-eectivity. Thepurpose of this subsection
is to prove the following propositions.
Proposition 6.3.1. For D = (D; g) 2 dDivC0(X)R, the following are equivalent:
(1) D is big, that is, cvol(D) > 0.
(2) For any A 2 dDivC0(X)R, there are a positive integer n and a non-zero rational
function  such that A  nD + c().
Proof. “(2) =) (1)” is obvious.
Let us consider “(1) =) (2)”. By using Lemma 5.2.3 and Lemma 5.2.4, we




of C0-type such that
A = A
0   A00. Note that A  A0. Thus we may assume A is eective in order to
see our assertion. By virtue of the continuity of cvol (cf. Theorem 5.2.2), there is a
positive integer m such that cvol(D   (1=m)A) > 0;
that is, cvol(mD A) > 0, so that there is a positive integer n and a non-zero rational
function  such that
n(mD   A) + c()  0:
Thus mnD + c()  nA  A. 
Proposition 6.3.2. For D = (D; g) 2 dDivC0(X)R, the following are equivalent:
(1) D is pseudo-eective.
(2) For any big arithmetic R-Cartier divisor A of C0-type, cvol(D + A) > 0.
(3) There is a big arithmetic R-Cartier divisor A of C0-type such that cvol(D +
(1=n)A) > 0 for all n  1.
Proof. It is sucient to see that (1) implies (2). As D is pseudo-eective, there are
arithmeticR-CartierdivisorsD1; : : : ;Dr ofC0-typeandsequences fam1g1m=1; : : : ; famrg1m=1
inR such that limm!1 ami = 0 for all i = 1; : : : ; r and cvol(D+ am1D1+   + amrDr) > 0
for allm 1. By the continuity of cvol, there is a suciently large positive integer
m such that A   (am1D1 +    + amrDr) is big. Thuscvol(D + A)  cvol(D + am1D1 +    + amrDr) > 0:

Proposition 6.3.3. If D = (D; g) is a pseudo-eective arithmeticR-Cartier divisor of C0-
type such that D is big on the generic fiber XQ (i.e., vol(DQ) > 0 on XQ), then D + (0; )
is big for all  2 R>0.
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Proof. Let A be an ample arithmetic Cartier divisor on X. Since D is big on XQ, by
using the continuity of the volume function over XQ (cf. [10, I, Corollary 2.2.45]),
we can see that there are a positive integer m and a non-zero rational function 
such that
mD   A + ()  0:
If we set (L; h) = mD   A + c(), then h is an L-Green function of C0-type and L is
eective. Thus there is a positive number  such that
mD   A + c()  (0; );









(A   c())  D + 1
n



















D + (0; )

:
Note that A   c() is ample, so that D + (1=n)(A   c()) is big by Proposition 6.3.2,
and hence D + (0; ) is also big. 
Remark 6.3.4. It is very natural to ask whether Hˆ0(X;n(D + (0; ))) , f0g for some
n 2 Z>0 in the case where D is not necessarily big on XQ. This does not hold
in general. For example, let P1Z = Proj(Z[T0;T1]) be the projective line over Z
and D = a [(T1=T0) for a 2 R n Q. It is easy to see that D is pseudo-eective and
H0(P1Z;nD) = f0g for all n 2 Z>0. Thus Hˆ0(P1Z;n(D + (0; ))) = f0g for  2 R>0 and
n 2 Z>0.
6.4. Intersection number of arithmetic R-Cartier divisors of C0-type. LetdDivC1(X)     dDivC1(X)! R
be a symmetric multi-linear map over Z given by
(D1; : : : ;Dd) 7! ddeg(D1   Dd) := ddeg(bc1(O(D1))   bc1(O(Dd)));
which extends to the symmetric multi-linear map
(dDivC1(X) 
Z R)      (dDivC1(X) 
Z R)! R
over R.
Proposition-Definition 6.4.1. The above multi-linear map
(dDivC1(X) 
Z R)      (dDivC1(X) 
Z R)! R
descents to the symmetric multi-linear mapdDivC1(X)R     dDivC1(X)R ! R
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over R, whose value at (D1; : : : ;Dd) 2 dDivC1(X)R     dDivC1(X)R is also denoted byddeg(D1   Dd) by abuse of notation.
Proof. Let a1; : : : ; al 2 R and 1; : : : ; l 2 C1(X) such that a11 +    + all = 0. By
Lemma 5.2.5, it is sucient to show thatddeg ((0; 1) 
 a1 +    + (0; l) 
 al) D2   Dd = 0
for all D2; : : : ;Dd 2 dDivC1(X). First of all, note that there are 1-dimensional closed
integral subschemes C1; : : : ;Cr, c1; : : : ; cr 2 Z and a current T of (d   2; d   2)-type
such that
D2   Dd  (c1C1 +    + crCr;T):
Thenddeg ((0; 1) 
 a1 +    + (0; l) 


































1CCCCCA ^ T = 0;
as required. 
Let dDivNefC0 (X)R be the vector subspace of dDivC0(X)R generated by dNefC0(X)R.
The purpose of this subsection is to show the following proposition, which gives
another construction of the intersection number due to [25, Lemma 6.5], [26,
Section 1] and [12, Section 5] (cf Remark 6.4.3).
Proposition 6.4.2. (1)dDivC0\PSH+C1(X)R  dDivNefC0 (X)R  dDivC0\PSH C0\PSH(X)R:
(2) The above symmetric multi-linear mapdDivC1(X)R     dDivC1(X)R ! R
given in Proposition-Definition 6.4.1 extends to a unique symmetric multi-linear
map dDivNefC0 (X)R     dDivNefC0 (X)R ! R
such that (D; : : : ;D) 7! cvol(D) for D 2 dNefC0(X)R. By abuse of notation, for
(D1; : : : ;Dd) 2 dDivNefC0 (X)R     dDivNefC0 (X)R;
the image of (D1; : : : ;Dd) by the above extension is also denoted byddeg(D1   Dd):
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Proof. (1) It is obvious that
dDivNefC0 (X)R  dDivC0\PSH C0\PSH(X)R:
Let D 2 dDivC0\PSH+C1(X)R. By Proposition 2.3.7, there is an ample arithmetic
Cartier divisor A with D + A 2 dDivC0\PSH(X)R. Thus it is sucient to show the
following claim:
Claim 6.4.2.1. For D 2 dDivC0\PSH(X)R, there is an ample arithmetic Cartier divisor B
such that D + B 2 dNefC0(X)R and D + B is ample.
Proof. By virtue of the Stone-Weierstrass theorem, there is an F1-invariant non-
negative continuous function u on X(C) such that D   (0;u) 2 dDivC1(X)R. Thus,
by Proposition 6.2.1, we can find an ample arithmetic Cartier divisor B such that
D   (0;u) + B
is ample. In particular, D + B 2 dNefC0(X)R and D + B is ample. 
(2) Let us begin with the following claim.
Claim 6.4.2.2. (a) For D 2 dNefC1(X)R, ddeg(Dd) = cvol(D).







1CCCCAd in Z[X1; : : : ;Xd].
(c) For D1; : : : ;Dd 2 dNefC1(X)R,





Proof. (a) First we assume that D is ample. We set D = a1A1 +    + alAl such
that a1; : : : ; al 2 R>0 and Ai’s are ample arithmetic Cartier divisors. Let us choose
sucient small positive numbers 1; : : : ; l such that ai + i 2 Q for all i. Then, by
[14, Corollary 5.5],
ddeg(((a1 + 1)A1 +    + (al + l)Al)d) = cvol((a1 + 1)A1 +    + (al + l)Al):
Thus, using the continuity of cvol, the assertion follows.
Next we consider a general case. Let A be an ample arithmetic Cartier divisor
of C1-type. Then, by Proposition 6.2.2, D + A is ample for all  > 0. Thus the
assertion follows from the previous observation and the continuity of cvol.







1CCCCAl = (0 if l < d;( 1)dd!X1   Xd if l = d
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holds for integers d and l with 1  l  d. This assertion for d and l is denoted by




























which shows that A(d   1; l   1) and A(d; l   1) imply A(d; l). Thus (b) follows by
double induction on d and l.
(c) follows from (a) and (b). 
The uniqueness of the symmetric multi-linear map follows from (b) in the
previous claim. We set bP = nD 2 dNefC0(X)R j D is ampleo :
Note that D + A 2 bP for all D 2 dNefC0(X)R and A 2 [Amp(X)R. In particular,dDivNefC0 (X)R = nD  D0 j D;D0 2 bPo :
For (D1; : : : ;Dd) 2 bP     bP, we define (D1; : : : ;Dd) to be









Claim 6.4.2.4.  is symmetric and
(aD1 + bD
0
1;D2; : : : ;Dd) = a(D1;D2; : : : ;Dd) + b(D
0
1;D2; : : : ;Dd)
holds for D1;D
0
1;D2; : : : ;Dd 2 bP and a; b 2 R0 with a + b > 0.
Proof. Clearly  is symmetric. By Theorem 4.6, for any  > 0, there are non-
negative F1-invariant continuous functions u1;u01;u2; : : : ; ud such that
ku1ksup  ; ku01ksup  ; ku2ksup  ; : : : ; kudksup  




1 + (0;u01); D2() := D2 + (0;u2); : : : ;
Dd() := Dd + (0;ud) are elements of dNefC1(X)R. Then, by virtue of Claim 6.4.2.2,
(aD1() + bD
0
1();D2(); : : : ;Dd())
= a(D1();D2(); : : : ;Dd()) + b(D
0
1();D2(); : : : ;Dd()):
Thus, using the continuity of cvol, we have the assertion of the claim. 
By the above claim together with the following Lemma 6.4.4, we obtain the
existence of the symmetric multi-linear map. Finally we need to seecvol(D) = ddeg(Dd)
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forD 2 dNefC0(X)R. Let A be an ample arithmeticR-Cartier divisor of C1-type. As
D + A 2 bP for  > 0, we have







and hence the assertion follows from the continuity of cvol. 
Remark 6.4.3. (1) By our construction, cvol(D) = ddeg(Dd) for D 2 dNefC0(X)R. In
particular, D is big if and only if ddeg(Dd) > 0. This is however a non-trivial fact
for D 2 dNefC1(X)R (cf. [14, Corollary 5.5] and Claim 6.4.2.2).
(2) In [25, Lemma 6.5], [26, Section 1] and [12, Section 5], a symmetric multi-
linear map dDivNefC0 (X)     dDivNefC0 (X)! R
is constructed as an extension ofdDivC1(X)     dDivC1(X)! R:
Of course, it extends to a symmetric multi-linear mapdDivNefC0 (X)R     dDivNefC0 (X)R ! R
by using mult-linearity. Our intersection number in Proposition 6.4.2 coincides
with the number given by the above multi-linear map. For details, see [18,
SubSection 1.2 and SubSection 2.2].
Lemma 6.4.4. Let V and W be vector spaces over R and let P be a cone in V, that is,
ax + by 2 P whenever x; y 2 P and a; b 2 R0 with a + b > 0. Let f : Ps ! W be a map
such that
f (x1; : : : ; axi + byi; : : : ; xs) = a f (x1; : : : ; xi; : : : ; xs) + b f (x1; : : : ; yi; : : : ; xs)
for all i = 1; : : : ; s and all x1; : : : ; xi; yi; : : : ; xs 2 P and a; b 2 R0 with a + b > 0. If




= f . Moreover, if f is symmetric, then f˜ is also symmetric.
Proof. For x1; : : : ; xs 2 V, we set xi = xi;1   xi; 1 (xi;1; xi; 1 2 P) for each i. We would
like to define f˜ (x1; : : : ; xs) to be
f˜ (x1; : : : ; xs) =
X
1;:::;s2f1g
1    s f (x1;1 ; : : : ; xs;s):
Claim 6.4.4.1. The above is well-defined, that is, if we choose another yi;1; yi; 1 2 P with
xi = yi;1   yi; 1 for each i, thenX
1;:::;s2f1g
1    s f (x1;1 ; : : : ; xs;s) =
X
1;:::;s2f1g
1    s f (y1;1 ; : : : ; ys;s):
Proof. For simplicity, we denoteX
1;:::;s2f1g
1    s f (x1;1 ; : : : ; xs;s) and
X
1;:::;s2f1g
1    s f (y1;1 ; : : : ; ys;s):
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by Ix and Iy respectively. We prove it by induction on s. If s = 1, then the assertion
is obvious, so that we assume s > 1. By the hypothesis of induction, for all x 2 P,X
2;:::;s2f1g
2    s f (x; x2;2 ; : : : ; xs;s) =
X
2;:::;s2f1g
2    s f (x; y2;2 ; : : : ; ys;s):
As x1;1 + y1; 1 = x1; 1 + y1;1, we have













2    s   f (y1;1; y2;2 ; : : : ; ys;s)   f (y1; 1; y2;2 ; : : : ; ys;s) = Iy;
as required. 
Clearly, if f is symmetric, then f˜ is also symmetric. The uniqueness and the
multi-linearity of f˜ is straightforward consequences. 
6.5. Asymptotic multiplicity. First we recall the multiplicity of Cartier divisors.
Let (R;m) be a d-dimensional noetherian local domain with d  1. For a non-






nd 1=(d   1)! if a < R
;
0 if a 2 R:
Note that the above limit always exists and multm(a) 2 Z0. Moreover, if R is
regular, then
multm(a) = maxfi 2 Z0 j a 2 mig:
Let a and b be non-zero elements of R. By applying [11, Theorem 14.6] to the
following exact sequence:
0  ! R=aR b ! R=abR  ! R=bR  ! 0;
we can see that
multm(ab) = multm(a) +multm(b):
Let K be the quotient field of R. For  2 K, we set  = a=b (a; b 2 R n f0g).
Then multm(a)  multm(b) does not depend on the expression  = a=b. Indeed, if
 = a=b = a0=b0, then, by the previous formula,
multm(a) +multm(b0) = multm(ab0) = multm(a0b) = multm(a0) +multm(b):
Thus we define multm() to be
multm() := multm(a)  multm(b):
Note that the map
multm : K ! Z
is a homomorphism, that is, multm() = multm() +multm() for ;  2 K.
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For x 2 X, we define a homomorphism
multx : Div(X)! Z
to be multx(D) := multmx( fx), wheremx is the maximal ideal ofOX;x and fx is a local
equation of D at x. Note that this definition does not depend on the choice of the
local equation fx. By abuse of notation, the natural extension
multx 
 idR : Div(X)R ! R
is also denoted by multx.




inffmultx(D + ()) j  2 Hˆ0(X;D) n f0gg if Hˆ0(X;D) , f0g;
1 if Hˆ0(X;D) = f0g
We call x(D) themultiplicity at x of the complete arithmetic linear series ofD. First
let us see the following lemma.
Lemma 6.5.1. Let D and E be arithmetic R-Cartier divisors of C0-type. Then we have
the following:
(1) If D is eective, then x(D)  multx(D).
(2) x(D + E)  x(D) + x(E).
(3) If D  E, then x(E)  x(D) +multx(E  D).
(4) For  2 Rat(X), x(D + c()) = x(D).
Proof. (1) is obvious.
(2) If either Hˆ0(X;D) = f0g or Hˆ0(X;E) = f0g, then the assertion is obvious, so
that we may assume that Hˆ0(X;D) , f0g and Hˆ0(X;E) , f0g. Let  2 Hˆ0(X;D) n f0g
and  2 Hˆ0(X;E) n f0g. Then, as
[( ) + E +D = c() +D + c( ) + E  0;
we have  2 Hˆ0(X;D + E) n f0g. Thus
x(D + E)  multx(( ) +D + E) = multx(() +D) +multx(( ) + E);
which implies (2).
(3) If we set F = E  D, then, by (1) and (2),
x(E) = x(D + F)  x(D) + x(F)  x(D) +multx(F):
(4) Let  : H0(X;D + ()) ! H0(X;D) be the natural isomorphism given by




n 2 Z>0 j Hˆ0(X;nD) , f0g
o
:
Note thatN(D) is a sub-semigroup ofZ>0, that is, if n;m 2 N(D), then n+m 2 N(D).
We assume that N(D) , ;. For x 2 X, we define x(D) to be
x(D) := inf
n




which is called the asymptotic multiplicity at x of the complete arithmetic Q-linear
series of D.





 n 2 N(D)
)
:
Indeed, an inequality x(D)  x(nD)=n for n 2 N(D) is obvious, so that x(D) 
inf
n
x(nD)=n j n 2 N(D)
o









 multx(D + (1=n)())
holds, and hence we have the converse inequality.
By the above lemma,
x((n +m)D)  x(nD) + x(mD)









 n > 0
)
:
Proposition 6.5.2. Let D and E be arithmetic R-Cartier divisors of C0-type such that
N(D) , ; and N(E) , ;. Then we have the following:
(1) x(D + E)  x(D) + x(E).
(2) If D  E, then x(E)  x(D) +multx(E  D).
(3) x(D + c()) = x(D) for  2 Rat(X).
(4) x(aD) = ax(D) for a 2 Q>0.
Proof. First let us see (4). We assume that a 2 Z>0. Let n 2 N(D) and  2
Hˆ0(nD) n f0g. Then a 2 Hˆ0(n(aD)) n f0g. Thus
x(aD)  multx(aD + (1=n)(a)) = amultx(D + (1=n)());
which yields x(aD)  ax(D). Conversely let n 2 N(aD) and  2 Hˆ0(n(aD)) n f0g.
Then
x(D)  multx(D + (1=na)( )) = (1=a)multx(aD + (1=n)( ));
and hence x(D)  (1=a)x(aD). Thus (4) follows in the case where a 2 Z>0.
In general, we choose a positive integer m such that ma 2 Z>0. Then, by the
previous observation,
mx(aD) = x(maD) = max(D);
as required.
By (4), wemay assume that hˆ0(D) , 0 and hˆ0(E) , 0 in order to see (1), (2) and (3),
so that (1), (2) and (3) follow from (2), (3) and (4) in Lemma 6.5.1 respectively. 
Finally we consider the vanishing result of the asymptotic multiplicity for a nef
and big arithmetic R-Cartier divisor.
Proposition 6.5.3. If D is a nef and big arithmetic R-Cartier divisor of C0-type, then
x(D) = 0 for all x 2 X.
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Proof. Step 1 (the case where D is an ample arithmetic R-Cartier divisor) : Note
that if D is an ample arithmetic Q-Cartier divisor, then the assertion is obvious.
By using Lemma 5.2.3 and Lemma 5.2.4, there are a1; : : : ; al 2 R and eective
arithmetic Q-Cartier divisors
A1; : : : ;Al;B1; : : : ;Bl
of C1-type such that
D = a1A1 +    + alAl   a1B1        alBl:
Let us choose suciently small arbitrary positive numbers 1; : : : ; l; 01; : : : ; 
0
l such
that ai   i; ai + 0i 2 Q for all i. We set
D
0
= (a1   1)A1 +    + (al   l)Al   (a1 + 01)B1        (al + 0l )Bl:
Then,D
0  D andD0 is an ample arithmeticQ-Cartier divisor by Proposition 6.2.1.
By (2) in Proposition 6.5.2,
0  x(D)  x(D0) +multx(D  D0) =
X
(imultx(Ai) + 0i multx(Bi))
because x(D
0
) = 0. Therefore,
0  x(D) 
X
(imultx(Ai) + 0i multx(Bi));
and hence x(D) = 0.
Step 2 (the case where D is an adequate arithmetic R-Cartier divisor) : In
this case, there is an ample arithmetic R-Cartier divisor A and a non-negative
F1-invariant continuous function  on X(C) such that D = A + (0; ). By (2) in
Proposition 6.5.2,
0  x(D)  x(A) = 0;
as required.
Step 3 (general case) : Let A be an ample arithmetic Q-Cartier divisor. Since D
is big, by Proposition 6.3.1, there are a positive integer m and  2 Rat(X) such
that A  mD + c(). We set E = mD + c(). Then E is nef. Moreover, for  2 (0; 1],
by Proposition 6.2.2, A + (1   )E is adequate and A + (1   )E  E. Hence
x(E)  x(A + (1   )E) + multx(E   A)  multx(E   A);









6.6. Generalized Hodge index theorem for an arithmetic R-Cartier divisor. In
this subsection, let us consider the following theorem, which is an R-Cartier
divisor version of [14, Corollary 6.4]:
Theorem 6.6.1. Let D be an arithmetic R-Cartier divisor of (C0 \ PSH)-type on X. If
D is nef on every fiber of X ! Spec(Z) (i.e., deg(DjC)  0 for all 1-dimensional closed
vertical integral subschemes C on X), then cvol(D)  ddeg(Dd).
Proof. Let us begin with the following claim:
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Claim 6.6.1.1. We set D = (D; g). If D is of C1-type, D is ample (that is, there are
a1; : : : ; al 2 R>0 and ample Cartier divisors A1; : : : ;Al such that D = a1A1 +    + alAl)
and ddc([g]) + D is positive, then the assertion of the theorem holds.
Proof. By virtue of Proposition 2.4.2, we can find F1-invariant locally integrable
functions h1; : : : ; hl such that hi is an Ai-Green function hi of C1-type for each i and
g = a1h1 +    + alhl (a:e:). Let 1; : : : ; l be suciently small positive real numbers
such that a1 + 1; : : : ; al + l 2 Q. We set
(D0; g0) = (a1 + 1)(A1; h1) +    + (al + l)(Al; hl):
Then D0 is an ample Q-Cartier divisor and




is positive because 1; : : : ; l are suciently small. Therefore, by [14, Corollary 6.4],
we have cvol(D0)  ddeg(D0d), which implies the claim by using the continuity ofcvol (cf. Theorem 5.2.2). 
First we assume that D is of C1-type. Let A = (A; h) be an arithmetic Cartier
divisor ofC1-type such thatA is ample and ddc([h])+A is positive. Then, by using
the same idea as in the proofs of Proposition 6.2.1 and Proposition 6.2.2, we can
see that D + A is ample for all  > 0, Thus, by the above claim, cvol(D + (A; h)) ddeg((D + (A; h))d), and hence the assertion follows by taking ! 0.
Finallywe consider a general case. ByClaim 6.4.2.1, there is an ample arithmetic
Cartier divisor B such that A := D + B 2 dNefC0(X)R and A is ample. Let  be an
arbitrary positive number. Then, by virtue of Theorem 4.6, we can find an F1-
invariant continuous function u on X(C) such that 0  u(x)   for all x 2 X(C)
and A
0

















:= D+ (0;u). By (6.4.2.3), ddeg(Ai Bd i) and ddeg(A0i Bd i) are given by an
alternative sum of volumes, so that, by the continuity of cvol, there is a constant C
such that C does not depend on  and thatddeg(A0i  Bd i)  ddeg(Ai  Bd i)  C
for all i = 0; : : : ; d, and henceddeg(D0d)  ddeg(Dd)  2dC:
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On the other hand, by the continuity of cvol again, there is a constant C0 such that
C0 does not depend on  and thatcvol(D0)   cvol(D)  C0:
Therefore, by using the previous case,cvol(D)  ddeg(Dd)  cvol(D0)   C0   ddeg(D0d) + 2dC
=
cvol(D0)  ddeg(D0d)   (C0 + 2dC)   (C0 + 2dC):
Thus the theorem follows because  is an arbitrary positive number. 
7. Limit of nef arithmetic R-Cartier divisors on arithmetic surfaces
Let X be a regular projective arithmetic surface and let T be a type for Green
functions onX such that PSH is a subjacent type ofT . The purpose of this section
is to prove the following theorem.
Theorem 7.1. Let fMn = (Mn; hn)g1n=0 be a sequence of nef arithmetic R-Cartier divisors
on X with the following properties:
(a) There is an arithmetic Cartier divisor D = (D; g) ofT -type such that g is of upper
bounded type and that Mn  D for all n  1.
(b) There is a proper closed subset E of X such that Supp(D)  E and Supp(Mn)  E
for all n  1.
(c) limn!1multC(Mn) exists for all 1-dimensional closed integral subschemes C on
X.
(d) lim supn!1(hn)can(x) exists in R for all x 2 X(C) n E(C).









and that hcanjX(C)nE(C) is the upper semicontinuous regularization of the function given by
x 7! lim supn!1(hn)can(x) over X(C) n E(C). Moreover,
lim sup
n!1
ddeg MnC  ddeg MC
holds for all 1-dimensional closed integral subschemes C on X.
Proof. Let C1; : : : ;Cl be 1-dimensional irreducible components of E. Then there are
a1; : : : ; al; an1; : : : ; anl 2 R such that
D = a1C1 +    + alCl and Mn = an1C1 +    + anlCl:
We set pi = limn!1 ani for i = 1; : : : ; l andM = p1C1 +    + plCl.
LetU be a Zariski open set ofX overwhichwe can find local equations1; : : : ; l
of C1; : : : ;Cl respectively. Let
hn = un +
lX
i=1
( ani) log jij2 (a:e:) and g = v +
lX
i=1
( ai) log jij2 (a:e:)
be the local expressions of hn and g with respect to 1; : : : ; l, where un 2 PSHR
and v is locally bounded above.
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Claim 7.1.1. fung1n=0 is locally uniformly bounded above, that is, for each point x 2 U(C),
there are an open neighborhood Vx of x and a constant Mx such that un(y)  Mx for all
y 2 Vx and n  0.
Proof. Since hn  g (a:e:), we have
un  v  
nX
i=1
(ai   ani) log jij2 (a:e:)




(ai   ani) log jij2
is locally bounded above, the assertion follows from Lemma 2.3.1.
Next we assume that x 2 C1(C)[    [Cl(C). Clearly we may assume x 2 C1(C).
Note that Ci(C) \ C j(C) = ; for i , j. Thus 1(x) = 0 and i(x) , 0 for all i  2.
Therefore, we can find an open neighborhood Vx of x and a constantM0x such thatj1j < 1 on Vx and
un M0x   (a1   an1) log j1j2 (a:e:)
over Vx for all n  1. Moreover, we can also find a positive constantM00 such that
a1   an1 M00 for all n  1, so that
un M0x  M00 log j1j2 (a:e:)
holds over Vx. Thus the claim follows from Lemma 4.1. 
We set u(x) := lim supn!1 un(x) for x 2 U(C). Note that u(x) 2 f 1g [ R. Let
u˜ be the upper semicontinuous regularization of u. Then, as un is plurisubhar-
monic for all n  1, by the above claim, u˜ is also plurisubharmonic on U(C) (cf.
Subsection 2.1).
Claim 7.1.2. u˜(x) ,  1 for all x 2 U(C).
Proof. If x < C1(C) [    [ Cl(C) = E(C), then i(x) , 0 for all i. Note that
lim supn!1(hn)can(x) exists in R and that




Thus lim supn!1 un(x) exists in R and
lim sup
n!1






Hence the assertion follows in this case.
Next we assume that x 2 C1(C) [    [ Cl(C). We may assume x 2 C1(C). As
before, 1(x) = 0 and i(x) , 0 for i  2. By using Lemma 5.2.3, let us choose a
rational function and eective Cartier divisorsA and B such thatC1+( ) = A B
and C1 * Supp(A) [ Supp(B). We set
M0n =Mn + an1( ); h
0
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ThenM
0
n =Mn + an1c( ) and
0  ddeg(MnC1) = ddeg(M0nC1)
= an1
 











Thus we can find a constant T such thatX
y2C1(C)
(h0n)can(y)  T










In particular, lim supn!1(h
0
n)can(x) ,  1. On the other hand,
h0n = un   an1 log j1 j2  
lX
i=2
ani log jij2 (a:e:):
Note that (1 )(x) 2 C. Thus
lim sup
n!1
(un(x)) = lim sup
n!1




Therefore we have the assertion of the claim in this case. 
Claim 7.1.3. u˜ +
Pl
i=1( pi) log jij2 does not depend on the choice of 1; : : : ; l.
Proof. Let 01; : : : ; 
0
l be another local equations of C1; : : : ;Cl. Then there are
e1; : : : ; el 2 OU(U) such that 0i = eii for all i. Let gn = u0n  
Pl
i=1 ani log j0i j2 (a:e:) be
the local expression of gn with respect to 01; : : : ; 
0
l . Then u
0
n = un +
Pl
i=1 ani log jeij2
by Lemma 2.3.1. Thus








( pi) log jij2 = u˜0 +
lX
i=1
( pi) log j0i j2:

By the above claim, there is anM-Green function h of PSHR-type on X(C) such
that




By our construction, hcanjX(C)nE(C) is the upper semicontinuous regularization of
the function given by h](x) = lim supn!1(hn)can(x) over X(C) n E(C).
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Claim 7.1.4. h is F1-invariant and h  g (a:e:).
Proof. As PSH is a subjacent type of T , we have (hn)can  gcan over X(C) n E(C), so
that h]  gcan over X(C) n E(C). Note that h] = h (a:e:) (cf. Subsection 2.1). Thus
the claim follows because h] is F1-invariant. 





ddeg MnC  0
holds for all 1-dimensional closed integral subschemes C on X.
By Lemma 5.2.3 again, we can choose non-zero rational functions  1; : : : ;  l on
X and eective Cartier divisors
A1; : : : ;Al;B1; : : : ;Bl
such that Ci + ( i) = Ai   Bi for all i and C * Supp(Ai) [ Supp(Bi) for all i. We set(
M00n =Mn +
Pl
i=1 ani( i); h00n = hn +
Pl
i=1( ani) log j ij2; M
00
n = (M00n ; h00n )
M00 =M +
Pl
i=1 pi( i); h00 = h +
Pl
i=1( pi) log j ij2; M
00
= (M00; h00)
First we assume that C is not flat over Z. Then








































log #(OC(Ai)=OC)   log #(OC(Bi)=OC) + 12 X
y2C(C)
(h00)can(y):
Let us consider a Zariski open set U of X with C \U , ;. Let
hn = un +
X
( ani) log jij2 (a:e:) and h = u˜ +
X
( pi) log jij2 (a:e:)
be the local expressions of hn and h as before. Then
h00n = un +
X
( ani) log ji ij2 (a:e:) and h00 = u˜ +
X
( pi) log ji ij2 (a:e:):
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Moreover, (i i)(y) 2 C for all y 2 C(C) and i. Thus
lim sup
n!1




















8. -decompositions on arithmetic surfaces
In this section, we consider a -decomposition of an eective arithmetic R-
Cartier divisor of C0-type. It is necessary to see the property (1) of Theorem 9.3.5.
Let X be a regular projective arithmetic surface. We fix an F1-invariant con-
tinuous volume form  on X(C) with
R
X(C)
 = 1. Let D = (D; g) be an eective
arithmetic R-Cartier divisor of C0-type on X. For a 1-dimensional closed integral
subscheme C on X, we set
C(D) := min
n
multC(D + ()) j  2 Hˆ0(X;D) n f0g
o
as in Subsection 6.5. Moreover, we set
F(D) = Fx(D) =
X
C
C(D)C and M(D) =Mv(D) = D   Fx(D):
LetV(D) be the complex vector space generated by Hˆ0(X;D) inH0(X;D)
ZC, that
is, V(D) := hHˆ0(X;D)iC.
Lemma 8.1. dist(V(D); g) is F1-invariant.
Proof. First of all, note that, for  2 Rat(X), F1() =  as a function on X(C). Let



















¯ exp( g) = h ;ig = h; ig:
Thus h; ig yields an inner product of hHˆ0(X;D)iR, so that let 1; : : : ; N be an
orthonormal basis of hHˆ0(X;D)iR over R. These give rise to an orthonormal basis
of hHˆ0(X;D)iC. Therefore,
dist(V(D); g) = j1j2g +    + jNj2g:
Note that F1(jijg) = j¯ijg = jijg, and hence the lemma follows. 
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Let us check the following proposition:
Proposition 8.2. (1) Hˆ0(X;D)  Hˆ0(X;M(D)).
(2) gM(D) is an M(D)-Green function of (C
1 \ PSH)-type on X(C).
(3) gF(D) is an F(D)-Green function of (C
0   C1 \ PSH)-type over X(C).
(4) M(D) is nef.
Proof. (1) If  2 Hˆ0(X;D) n f0g, then () + D  F(D), and hence () +M(D)  0.
Note that jj2g = dist(V(D); g)jj2gM(D) for  2 Hˆ0(X;M(D)). Thus, as kkg  1, by
Proposition 3.2.1,
jj2gM(D) = jj2g=dist(V(D); g)  kk2g  1:
Therefore,  2 Hˆ0(X;M(D)).
(2), (3) Let us fix x 2 X(C). We set
x := minfmultx(D + ()) j  2 V(D) n f0gg:
Note that multx(D+ ()) = multx(D)+ordx(). First let us see the following claim:
Claim 8.2.1. (a) If 1; : : : ; n 2 V(D) n f0g and V(D) is generated by 1; : : : ; n,
then x = minfmultx(D + (1)); : : : ;multx(D + (n))g.
(b) x = multx(F(D)).
Proof. (a) is obvious. Let us consider the natural homomorphism
hHˆ0(X;D)iZ 
Z OX ! OX(bDc);
which is surjective on X n Supp(D) because 0  bDc  D. In particular,
V(D) 
C OX(C) ! OX(C)(bDc);
is surjective on X(C) n Supp(D)(C), so that if x 2 X(C) n Supp(D)(C), then x = 0.
On the other hand, if x 2 X(C) n Supp(D)(C), then multx(F(D)) = 0 because
0  F(D)  D. Therefore, we may assume that x 2 Supp(D)(C), so that there is a
1-dimensional closed integral subscheme C of X with x 2 C(C). Let  1; : : : ;  n be
all elements of Hˆ0(X;D) n f0g. Let  be the generic point of C. Then
multC(F(D)) = minfmultC(D) + ord( 1); : : : ;multC(D) + ord( n)g:
Thus, by using (a),
multx(F(D)) = multC(F(D))
= minfmultC(D) + ord( 1); : : : ;multC(D) + ord( n)g
= minfmultx(D + ( 1)); : : : ;multx(D + ( n))g = x:

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Let 1; : : : ; N be an orthonormal basis of V(D) with respect to h ; ig. Let
g = ux + ( a) log jzj2 (a:e:) be a local expression of g around x, where z is a local
chart around xwith z(x) = 0. For every i, we seti = zaivi around xwith vi 2 OX(C);x.
Then jij2g = jzj2(ai+a) exp( ux)jvij2. By the above claim,
x = minfa1 + a; : : : ; aN + ag = multx(F(D)):
Thus


















is a subharmonic C1-function. Thus we get (2)
and (3).
(4) For  2 Hˆ0(X;D) n f0g and a 1-dimensional closed integral subscheme C on
X, as
multC(M(D) + ()) = multC(D + ())   C(D);
there is a  2 Hˆ0(X;D) n f0g such that multC(M(D) + ( )) = 0. This means that
C 1 Supp(M(D) + ( )):
Then, by Proposition 3.2.1, 0 < j jgM(D)(x)  1 for all x 2 C(C) as before. Henceddeg M(D)
C

= log #OC(( ) +M(D))=OC  
X
x2C(C)
log j jgM(D)(x)  0:


























Then we have the following proposition, which guarantees a decomposition
D =M1(D) + F1(D)
as described in the proposition. This decomposition D =M1(D)+ F1(D) is called
the -decomposition of D. Moreover, M1(D) (resp. F1(D)) is called the asymptotic
movable part (resp. the asymptotic fixed part) of D. The -decomposition is an
arithmetic analog of the -decomposition introduced by Nakayama [21].




on X with the following properties:
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(1) multC(M1(D)) = limn!1multC(Mn(D)) for all 1-dimensional closed integral






is the upper semicontinuous regularization of the function given by




























(3) ddeg M1(D)C  lim supn!1 ddeg Mn(D)C holds for all 1-dimensional closed
integral subschemes C on X.
(4) If we set F1(D), gF1(D) and F1(D) as follows:8>>>><>>>>:
F1(D) := D  M1(D);






then C(D) = multC(F1(D)) for all 1-dimensional closed integral subschemes C
on X and F1(D) is an eective arithmeticR-Cartier divisor of (C0  PSHR)-type.
In addition, if D is of C1-type, then there is a constant e such that
ngF1(D)  gF(nD) + 3 log(n + 1) + e (a:e:)
for all n  1.
(5) If D is of C1-type, then there is a constant e0 such that
hˆ0(X;nM1(D))  hˆ0(X;nD)  hˆ0(X;nM1(D)) + e0n log(n + 1)
for all n  1.
Proof. It is easy to see that
multC(F((n +m)D))  multC(F(nD)) +multC(F(mD))







Therefore limn!1multC(Mn(D)) exists because Mn(D) = D   Fn(D). Note that
C(D) = limn!1multC(Fn(D)) as multC(Fn(D)) = C(D)=n (cf. Subsection 6.5).
Claim 8.3.1. Let h be a D-Green function of C1-type. Then there is a positive constant
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  log(A(n + 1)3)
n
9>>=>>; :
Proof. First of all, note that
L1




By Theorem 3.2.3, there is a positive constant A such that






 dist(V((n +m)D); (n +m)h)
A(n +m + 1)3
for all n;m  1. Moreover, dist(V(nD);nh)(x) , 0 for x 2 X(C) n Supp(D)(C). Thus
the claim follows. 
By using the Stone-Weierstrass theorem, for a positive number , we can find
continuous functions u and v with the following properties:(
u  0; kuksup  ; h := g + u is of C1-type;
v  0; kvksup  ; h0 := g   v is of C1-type:
By Lemma 3.2.2,
exp( n) dist(V(nD);nh0)  dist(V(nD);ng)  exp(n) dist(V(nD);nh):






















(x) exists in R for x 2 X(C) n





satisfying (1), (2) and (3). Further the last assertion of (2) is a consequence of the
above claim.





















(x)  0 (a:e:). Hence F1(D) is
eective. Moreover, it is obvious that gF1(D) is of (C
0   PSHR)-type because g is of
C0-type and gM1(D) is of PSHR-type.























+ log(A0(n + 1)3)
n
9>>=>>;






+ log(A0(n + 1)3)
n
(a:e:):
which implies the last assertion of (4).
Finally let us check (5). By (4), we haveM1(D)  D, so that
hˆ0(X;nM1(D))  hˆ0(X;nD)
holds for n  1. Moreover, by (4) again,
nM1(D) + (0; 3 log(n + 1) + log(A0)) M(nD)











X; nM1(D) + (0; 3 log(n + 1) + log(A0))

:
Note that there is a positive constant e0 such that
hˆ0

X;nM1(D) + (0; 3 log(n + 1) + log(A0))

 hˆ0(X;nM1(D)) + e0n log(n + 1)
for all n  1 (cf. [14, (3) in Proposition 2,1] and [16, Lemma 1.2.2]). Thus (5)
follows. 
9. Zariski decompositions and their properties on arithmetic surfaces
Throughout this section, let X be a regular projective arithmetic surface and let
T be a type for Green functions on X. We always assume that PSH is a subjacent
type of T .
9.1. Preliminaries. In this subsection, we prepare several lemmas for the proof
of Theorem 9.2.1.
Lemma 9.1.1. We assume that T is either C0 or PSHR. Let M be a 1-equidimensional
complex manifold and let D1; : : : ;Dn beR-Cartier divisors onM. Let g1; : : : ; gn be locally
integrable functions on M such that gi is a Di-Green functions of T -type for each i. We
set
g(x) = maxfg1(x); : : : ; gn(x)g (x 2M)





maxfmultx(D1); : : : ;multx(Dn)gx:
Then g is a D-Green function of T -type.
Proof. For x 2 M, let z be a local chart of an open neighborhood Ux of x with
z(x) = 0, and let
g1 = u1   a1 log jzj2 (a:e:); : : : ; gn = un   an log jzj2 (a:e:)
be local expressions of g1; : : : ; gn respectively over Ux, where ai = multx(Di) and
ui 2 T (Ux) for i = 1; : : : ; n. Clearly we may assume that a1 = maxfa1; : : : ; ang. First
of all, we have
g = maxfui + (a1   ai) log jzj2 j i = 1; : : : ; ng   a1 log jzj2 (a:e:)
over Ux. In addition, the value of
u := maxfui + (a1   ai) log jzj2 j i = 1; : : : ; ng
at y 2 Ux is finite
First we consider the case where T = PSHR. Then u1; : : : ; un are subharmonic
over Ux, so that ui + (a1   ai) log jzj2 is also subharmonic over Ux for every i.
Therefore, u is subharmonic over Ux.
Next let us see the case where T = C0. We set I = fi j ai = a1g. Then, shrinking
Ux if necessarily, we may assume that u1 > u j + (a1   a j) log jzj2 on Ux for all j < I.
Thus u = maxfui j i 2 Ig, and hence u is continuous. 
Lemma 9.1.2. We assume that T is either C0 or PSHR. Let
D1 = (D1; g1); : : : ;Dn = (Dn; gn)
be arithmetic R-Cartier divisors of T -type on X. We set(
maxfD1; : : : ;Dng := PCmaxfmultC(D1); : : : ;multC(Dn)gC;
maxfD1; : : : ;Dng := (maxfD1; : : : ;Dng;maxfg1; : : : ; gng):
Then we have the following:
(1) maxfD1; : : : ;Dng is an arithmetic R-Cartier divisor of T -type for D.
(2) If T = PSHR and D1; : : : ;Dn are nef, thenmaxfD1; : : : ;Dng is nef.
Proof. (1) It is obvious that maxfg1; : : : ; gng is F1-invariant, so that (1) follows from
Lemma 9.1.1.
(2) For simplicity, we set D = maxfD1; : : : ;Dng, g = maxfg1; : : : ; gng and D =
maxfD1; : : : ;Dng. Let C be a 1-dimensional closed integral subscheme of X. Let 
be the generic point of C. Since the codimension of
Supp(D  D1) \    \ Supp(D  Dn)
is greater than or equal to 2, there is i such that  < Supp(D   Di). By Proposi-
tion 2.3.4, g   gi is a (D  Di)-Green function of (PSHR  PSHR)-type and g   gi 
0 (a:e:). Moreover, as x < Supp(D  Di) for x 2 C(C), by Proposition 2.3.4,
(g   gi)can(x)  0:
Therefore, ddeg D  DiC  0, and henceddeg D
C

 ddeg DiC  0:
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
Lemma 9.1.3. Let (D; g) be an eective arithmetic R-Cartier divisor of C0-type on X
and let E be an R-Cartier divisor on X with 0  E  D. Then there is an F1-invariant
E-Green function h of (C0 \ PSH)-type such that
0  (E; h)  (D; g):
Proof. Let h1 be an F1-invariant E-Green function of (C1 \ PSH)-type. There is
a constant C1 such that h1 + C1  g (a:e:). We set h = maxfh1 + C1; 0g. Then,
by Lemma 9.1.1, h is an F1-invariant E-Green function of (C0 \ PSH)-type and
0  h  g (a:e:). 
9.2. The existence of Zariski decompositions. Let D = (D; g) be an arithmetic
R-Cartier divisor of T -type on X such that g is of upper bounded type. Let us
consider
( 1;D] \dNef(X)R = fM jM is nef andM  Dg:
The following theorem is one of themain theorems of this paper, which guarantees
the greatest element P of ( 1;D] \ dNef(X)R under the assumption ( 1;D] \dNef(X)R , ;. If we set N = D   P, then we have a decomposition D = P +N. It is
called the Zariski decomposition of D, and P (resp. N) is called the positive part (resp.
negative part) of D.
Theorem 9.2.1 (Zariski decomposition on an arithmetic surface). If
( 1;D] \dNef(X)R , ;;
then there is P = (P; p) 2 ( 1;D]\dNef(X)R such that P is greatest in ( 1;D]\dNef(X)R,
that is, M  P for all M 2 ( 1;D] \ dNef(X)R. Moreover, if D is of C0-type, then P is
also of C0-type.
Proof. For a 1-dimensional closed integral subscheme C of X, we put
a(C) = supfmultC(M) j (M; gM) 2 ( 1;D] \dNef(X)Rg:
WechooseM0 = (M0; g0) 2 ( 1;D]\dNef(X)R. ThenmultC(M0)  a(C)  multC(D).
Let fC1; : : : ;Clg be the set of all 1-dimensional closed integral subschemes in




Claim 9.2.1.1. There is a sequence fMn = (Mn; gn)g1n=0 in ( 1;D] \dNef(X)R such that
Mn Mn+1 for all n  0 and that
lim
n!1multCi(Mn) = a(Ci)
for all i = 1; : : : ; n.





fM0g [ fMi; jg1il;1 jn
o
forn  1. ByLemma9.1.2,Mn 2 ( 1;D]\dNef(X)R. Moreover,Mn Mn+1 and
lim
n!1multCi(Mn) = a(Ci)
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for all i. 
Since PSH is a subjacent type of T , by using Lemma 2.3.1,
(g0)can      (gn)can  (gn+1)can      gcan
holds onX(C)n(Supp(D)[Supp(M0))(C), whichmeans that limn!1(gn)can(x) exists
for x 2 X(C) n (Supp(D) [ Supp(M0))(C). Therefore, by Theorem 7.1, there is an
F1-invariant P-Green function h of PSHR-type on X(C) such that (P; h)  D and
(P; h) is nef. Here we consider
[(P; h);D] \dNef(X)R = f(M; gM) j (M; gM) is nef and (P; h)  (M; gM)  Dg:
Note thatM = P for all (M; gM) 2 [(P; h);D] \dNef(X)R.
Claim 9.2.1.2. If P = (P; p) is the greatest element of [(P; h);D]\dNef(X)R, then P is also
the greatest element of ( 1;D] \dNef(X)R.
Proof. For (N; gN) 2 ( 1;D] \ dNef(X)R, we set (M; gM) = (maxfP;Ng;maxfh; gNg).
Then
(M; gM) 2 [(P; h);D] \dNef(X)R and (N; gN)  (M; gM):
Thus the claim follows. 
By Proposition 4.4, there is a P-Green function p of PSHR-type such that p 
g (a:e:) and pcan is the upper semicontinuous regularization of the function p0 given
by
p0(x) := supf(gM)can(x) jM 2 [(P; h);D] \dNef(X)Rg
overX(C)nSupp(P)(C). Since (gM)can is F1-invariant onX(C)nSupp(P)(C), p0 is also
F1-invariant, and hence p is F1-invariant because p = p0 (a:e:) onX(C)nSupp(P)(C)
(cf. Subsection 2.1). We set P = (P; p). Then (P; h)  P  D and hence P is nef by
Lemma 6.2.3. In addition, P is the greatest element of [(P; h);D] \dNef(X)R.
Finally we assume that D is of C0-type. Let e be the degree of P on the generic
fiber of X ! Spec(Z). As P is nef, we have e  0. Let X(C) = X1 [    [ Xr be




j ai jPi j
on X(C), where Pi j 2 Xi for all i and j. Note that e = P j ai j for all i. Let us fix a
C1-volume form!i onXi with
R
Xi
!i = 1. Let pi j be a Pi j-Green function of C1-type





j ai jpi j. Then p0 is a P-Green
function of C1-type and











Thus, if e > 0, then ddc([p0]) + P is represented by a positive C1-form e
Pr
i=1!i.
Moreover, if e = 0, then ddc([p0]) + P = 0. Let us consider(
'
 ' is a P-Green function of PSH-typeon X(C) with '  g (a:e:)
)
:
By Theorem 4.6, the above set has the greatest element p˜ modulo null functions
such that p˜ is a P-Green function of (C0 \ PSH)-type. Since g is F1-invariant, we
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have F1(p˜)  F1(g) = g (a:e:). Moreover, by Lemma 5.1.1 and Lemma 5.1.2, F1(p˜)
is a P-Green function of PSH-type. Thus F1(p˜)  p˜ (a:e:), and hence
p˜ = F1(F

1(p˜))  F1(p˜) (a:e:):
Therefore, p˜ is F1-invariant. Note that (P; p˜) is nef because p  p˜ (a:e:). Hence
p = p˜ (a:e:). 
9.3. Properties of Zariski decompositions. Let D = (D; g) be an arithmetic R-
Cartier divisor of T -type on X such that g is of upper bounded type. First of all,
let us observe the following three properties of the Zariski decompositions:
Proposition 9.3.1. We assume ( 1;D] \dNef(X)R , ;. Let D = P +N be the Zariski
decomposition of D. Then we have the following:
(1) For a non zero rational function  on X, D + c() = (P + c()) + N is the Zariski
decomposition of D + c().
(2) For a 2 R>0, aD = aP + aN is the Zariski decomposition of aD.
Proof. Note that c() is nef and that
D1  D2 () D1 + c()  D2 + c()
and
D1  D2 () aD1  aD2
for arithmeticR-CartierdivisorsD1,D2, a non-zero rational function and a 2 R>0.
Thus the assertions of this proposition are obvious. 
Proposition 9.3.2. (1) If hˆ0(X; aD) , 0 for some a 2 R>0, then
( 1;D] \dNef(X)R , ;:
(2) If D is of C0-type and ( 1;D] \dNef(X)R , ;, then D is pseudo-eective.
Proof. (1) We choose  2 Hˆ0(X; aD) n f0g. Then aD + c()  0, which implies
D  ( 1=a)c(). Note that ( 1=a)c() is nef, so that ( 1=a)c() 2 ( 1;D] \ dNef(X)R,
as required.
(2) Let D = P + N be the Zariski decomposition of D and let A be an ample
arithmetic R-Cartier divisor. For n 2 Z>0, by Proposition 6.2.2, P + (1=n)A is
adequate. In particular, cvol(P + (1=n)A) > 0, and hencecvol(D + (1=n)A)  cvol(P + (1=n)A) > 0;
which shows that D is pseudo-eective. 
Remark 9.3.3. It is expected that the converse of (2) in Proposition 9.3.2 holds,
that is, if D is of C0-type and D is pseudo-eective, then ( 1;D] \ dNef(X)R , ;
(cf. [18]).
Proposition 9.3.4. We assume that D is of C1-type and D is eective. Let P be the
positive part of the Zariski decomposition of D. Then there is a constant e0 such that
hˆ0(X;nP)  hˆ0(X;nD)  hˆ0(X;nP) + e0n log(n + 1)
for all n  1. In particular, cvol(P) = cvol(D).
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Proof. The assertion is a consequence of Proposition 8.3 becauseM1(D)  P. 
The following theorem is also one of the main theorems of this paper.
Theorem 9.3.5. We assume that D is of C0-type and ( 1;D] \ dNef(X)R , ;. Let P
(resp. N) be the positive part (resp. negative part) of the Zariski decomposition of D.
Then we have the following:
(1) cvol(P) = cvol(D) = ddeg(P2).
(2) ddeg(P
C
) = 0 for all 1-dimensional closed integral subschemes C with C 
Supp(N).




)  0 for all 1-dimensional closed integral subschemes C with C 
Supp(N), then M = 0.
(4) We assume N , 0. Let N = c1C1 +    + clCl be the decomposition such that
c1; : : : ; cl 2 R>0 and C1; : : : ;Cl are distinct 1-dimensional closed integral sub-
schemes on X. Then the following hold:
(4.1) There are eective arithmetic Cartier divisors (C1; h1); : : : ; (Cl; hl) of (C0 \
PSH)-type such that c1(C1; h1) +    + cl(Cl; hl)  N.
(4.2) If (C1; k1); : : : ; (Cl; kl) are eective arithmetic Cartier divisors of PSHR-type
such that 1(C1; k1) +    + l(Cl; kl)  N for some 1; : : : ; l 2 R>0, then
( 1)l det
ddeg (Ci; ki)jC j > 0:
Proof. (1) It follows from Proposition 6.4.2 that cvol(P) = ddeg(P2). We need to showcvol(P) = cvol(D). If cvol(D) = 0, then the assertion is obvious, so that we may
assume that cvol(D) > 0.
First we consider the case where D is of C1-type. We choose a positive integer
n and a non-zero rational function  such that nD + c() is eective. By Propo-
sition 9.3.1, the positive part of the Zariski decomposition nD + c() is nP + c().
Thus, by using Proposition 9.3.4,
n2cvol(P) = cvol(nP) = cvol(nP + c()) = cvol(nD + c()) = cvol(nD) = n2cvol(D);
as required.
Let us consider a general case. By the Stone-Weierstrass theorem, there is
a sequence fung1n=1 of non-negative F1-invariant continuous functions such that
limn!1 kunksup = 0 and Dn := D   (0;un) is of C1-type for every n  1. By the




In particular, Dn is big for n  1. Let Pn be the positive part of the Zariski
decomposition ofDn. Since Pn  Dn  D and Pn is nef, we have Pn  P, and hencecvol(Dn) = cvol(Pn)  cvol(P)  cvol(D):
Thus the assertion follows by taking n!1.
(4.1) Before starting the proofs of (2), (3) and (4.2), let us see (4.1) first. By




ofC0-type such that c1(C1; h01)+   +cl(Cl; h0l ) = N. For each i, by using Lemma 9.1.3,
we can find an eective arithmetic Cartier divisor (Ci; hi) of (C0 \ PSH)-type such
that (Ci; hi)  (Ci; h0i ), as required.
(2) We may assume N , 0. We assume deg(P

Ci
) > 0 for some i. By (4.1),
0  ci(Ci; hi)  N:
Note that if C0 is a 1-dimensional closed integral subscheme with C0 , Ci, then




) > 0, we can find a suciently small positive number  such
that P + (Ci; hi) is nef and P + (Ci; hi)  D. This is a contradiction.
(3) Since 0  M  N, if C0 is a 1-dimensional closed integral subscheme with
C0 * Supp(N), then ddeg(M
C0)  0. Thus M is nef, and hence P +M is nef and
P +M  D. Therefore,M = 0.
(4.2) By Lemma 1.2.3, it is sucient to see the following: if 1; : : : ; l 2 R0 andddeg  (1(C1; k1) +    + l(Cl; kl))Ci  0
for all i, then 1 =    = l = 0. Replacing 1; : : : ; l with t1; : : : ; tl (t > 0), we may
assume that 0  i  i for all i. Thus the assertion follows from (3). 
Theorem 9.3.6 (Asymptotic orthogonality of -decomposition). If D is of C0-type,
eective and big, then
lim
n!1
ddeg Mn(D) j Fn(D) = 0:
(For the definition of Mn(D) and Fn(D), see Section 8.)
Proof. Let us begin with the following claim:
Claim 9.3.6.1. P =M1(D) and N = F1(D).
Proof. First of all, note that M1(D)  P and F1(D)  N. Since D is eective,
(0; 0) 2 ( 1;D] \dNef(X)R, so that P is eective. Then, by (2) of Proposition 6.5.2,
C(D)  C(P) +multC(N):
Moreover, by Proposition 6.5.3, C(P) = 0 because P is nef and big. Thus we have
multC(F1(D)) = C(D)  multC(N);
which implies F1(D)  N. Therefore, N = F1(D), and hence P =M1(D). 
Claim 9.3.6.2. ddeg M1(D)C = 0 for any 1-dimensional closed integral subscheme C
with C  Supp(N).
Proof. Since M1(D)  P and P = M1(D), there is  2 (C0   PSHR)(X(C)) such
that   0 and P = M1(D) + (0; ). Thus, for a 1-dimensional closed integral
subscheme C with C  Supp(N), by (3) in Theorem 9.3.5,
0  ddeg M1(D)C  ddeg PC = 0;
as required. 
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i=1 aiCi. Then limn!1 ani = ai. Moreover, if we set I = fi j ai > 0g,
then
S
i2I Ci = Supp(N). Therefore, by the above claim and (3) in Proposition 8.3,
0  lim inf
n!1
ddeg Mn(D) j Fn(D)  lim sup
n!1


















aiddeg M1(D)Ci = 0:
Hence the theorem follows. 
Finally let us consider Fujita’s approximation theorem on an arithmetic surface.
Proposition 9.3.7. We assume that D is C0-type and cvol(D) > 0. Then, for any  > 0,
there is A 2 dDivC1(X)R such that
A is nef; A  D and cvol(A)  cvol(D)   :
Proof. By using the continuity of cvol, we can find a suciently small positive
number  such that cvol(D   (0; )) > maxfcvol(D)   ; 0g:
LetD  (0; ) = P +N be the Zariski decomposition ofD  (0; ). Since P is a big
arithmetic R-Cartier divisor of C0-type, by Theorem 4.6, there is an F1-invariant
continuous function u on X(C) such that 0  u <  on X(C) and P + (0;u) is nef
and of C1-type. If we set A = P + (0;u), then A  D andcvol(D)    < cvol(D   (0; ))  cvol(A):

Remark 9.3.8. We assume that D is of C0-type, big and not nef. Let D = P +N be
the Zariski decomposition of D and let N = c1C1 +    + clCl be the decomposition
such that c1; : : : ; cl 2 R>0 and C1; : : : ;Cl are distinct 1-dimensional closed integral
subschemes on X. Then C1; : : : ;Cl are not necessarily linearly independent in
Pic(X) 
Z Q (cf. Remark 9.4.2).
Remark 9.3.9. After writing this paper, several significant progresses were made
on Zariski decompositions. Here we would like to report them. Let D and P be
arithmetic R-Cartier divisors of C0-type on X.
(1) A generalization of Proposition 9.3.4 was found, that is, if P is the greatest
element of ( 1;D] \ dNefC0(X)R, then hˆ0(X;nP) = hˆ0(X;nD) for all n  0 (cf. [20,
Appendix B]). It can be proved as follows: If  2 Hˆ0(X;nD) n f0g, then ( 1=n)c() 2
( 1;D] \ dNefC0(X)R because nD + c()  0 and  c() is nef. Thus ( 1=n)c()  P,
and hence  2 Hˆ0(X;nP).
(2) A numerical characterizations of the greatest element of ( 1;D]\dNefC0(X)R
was obtained, that is, the following are equivalent (cf [20]):
(a) P is the greatest element of ( 1;D] \dNefC0(X)R.
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(b) P is an element of ( 1;D]\dNefC0(X)R with the following property: if B is
an arithmetic R-Cartier divisor of C0-type such that (0; 0)  B  D   P and
P + B is of (C0 \ PSH)-type, then ddeg(P  B) = 0 and ddeg(B2) < 0.
(3) In the case where D is big, the greatest element of ( 1;D] \ dNefC0(X)R is
characterized by cvol(D) = cvol(P). Namely, if D is big, P 2 ( 1;D] \ dNefC0(X)R
and cvol(D) = cvol(P), then P gives the greatest element of ( 1;D] \dNefC0(X)R (cf.
[19, Theorem 4.2.1]).
9.4. Examples of Zariski decompositions on P1Z. Let P
1
Z = Proj(Z[x; y]), C0 =fx = 0g, C1 = fy = 0g and z = x=y. Let  and  be positive real numbers. We set
D = C0; g =   log jzj2 + logmaxf2jzj2; 2g and D = (D; g):
The purpose of this subsection is to show the following fact:
Proposition 9.4.1. The Zariski decomposition of D exists if and only if either   1 or
  1. Moreover, we have the following:
(1) If   1 and   1, then D is nef.
(2) If   1 and  < 1, then the positive part of D is given by
(C0;  log jzj2 + logmaxf2jzj2; 1g);
where  = log=(log   log ).
(3) If  < 1 and   1, then the positive part of D is given by
(C0   (1   0)C1;  log jzj2 + logmaxfjzj20 ; 2g);
where 0 = log =(log    log).
Proof. Let us begin with the following claim:
Claim 9.4.1.1. For a; b;  2 R>0, we set
L = C0; h =   log jzj2 + logmaxfa2jzj2; b2g and L = (L; h):
Then we have the following:
(a) L is an arithmeticR-Cartier divisor of (C0\PSH)-type. In additions, L is eective
if and only if a  1.




(c) For i 2 Z with 0  i  , kz ikh = 1a1 i=bi= .
(d) For s =
P








(e) Hˆ0(P1Z; L) = f0g if a < 1 and b < 1.
(f) L is nef if and only if a  1 and b  1.
(g) L is adequate if a2 > 2 and b2 > 2.
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Proof. (a) and (b) are obvious. (c) is a straightforward calculation. (e) follows from







































(f) It is easy to see that ddeg(L
C0
) = log(b) and ddeg(L
C1
) = log(a). For  2 Q,
let C be the 1-dimensional closed integral subscheme of P1Z given by the Zariski










(g) We choose  2 R>0 such that a2  (2(1 + )) and b2  (2(1 + )). Then, as
 log((1 + )jzj2 + (1 + ))   logmaxf2(1 + )jzj2; 2(1 + )g  logmaxfa2jzj2; b2g;
we have
(C0;  log jzj2 + log((1 + )jzj2 + (1 + )))  L:
Note that (C0;  log jzj2 + log((1 + )jzj2 + (1 + ))) is ample. Thus (g) follows. 
Next we claim the following:
Claim 9.4.1.2. If  < 1 and  < 1, then the Zariski decomposition of D does not exists.
Proof. For t > 0, we set
Dt = (C0;  log jzj2 + logmaxft22jzj2; t22g):
It is easy to see that
aDt1 + bDt2 = (a + b)D(ta1tb2)
1
a+b
for t1; t2 2 R>0 and a; b 2 R>0. Moreover, by (g) in Claim 9.4.1.1, Dt0 is adequate
if t0  1. We assume that the Zariski decomposition of D exists. Let P be the
positive part of D. We choose  > 0 such that t

1+
0  < 1 and t

1+
0  < 1. P + Dt0 is





















which yields a contradiction by virtue of (e) in Claim 9.4.1.1. 
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By the above claim, it is sucient to see (1), (2) and (3). (1) follows from (f) in
Claim 9.4.1.1.
(2) In this case, D is eective. Thus the Zariski decomposition of D exists. First
we assume that  > 1, so that 0 <  < 1 and 1  = 1. Let us see the following
claim:




Proof. By (c) in Claim 9.4.1.1, kz ikng =  n i1  . Thus z i 2 Hˆ0(P1Z;nD) for 0  i  n.
For s =
Pn












Claim 9.4.1.4. D is big and
C(D) =
(
1    if C = C0;
0 if C , C0
for a 1-dimensional closed integral subscheme C of P1Z.
Proof. Note that (z i) + nD = (n   i)C0 + iC1. Thus the second assertion follows





 jaij    i1 
9>>=>>; :
It is easy to see that Sn  Hˆ0(P1Z;nD) for n 1. Note that, forM 2 R0,













hˆ0(X;nD)  log #(Sn)    log 1   
bn=3c(bn=3c + 1)
2
for n 1, and hence cvol(D) > 0. 
We set
P0 = C0; p0 =   log jzj2 + logmaxf2jzj2; 1g and P0 = (P0; p0):
By Claim 9.4.1.4 and Claim 9.3.6.1 in the proof of Theorem 9.3.6, if P = (P; p) is the
positive part of the Zariski decomposition, then P = C0. Let us see that P
0
= P.
First of all, P
0  D and P0 is nef by (f) in Claim 9.4.1.1. Thus P0  P, and hence
there is a continuous function u such that u  0 and P = P0 + (0;u). Note that
0  u   (1   ) log jzj2 + logmaxf2jzj2; 2g   logmaxf2jzj2; 1g:
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In particular, if jzj   11  , then u(z) = 0. As p =   log jzj2 + u on fz j jzj <  11  g, u is




which implies that u(z) = 0 on fz j jzj <  11  g. Therefore P0 = P.
Finally let us consider the case where  = 1. Let P be the positive part ofD. For
t 2 (1; 1=), we set
Dt = (C0;  log jzj2 + logmaxft2jzj2; t22g)
as in the proof of Claim 9.4.1.2. Then D  Dt and, by the previous observation,
the positive part Pt of Dt is given by
Pt = (tC0; t log jzj2 + logmaxft2jzj2t ; 1g);
where t = log t=(  log ). Therefore, (0; 0)  P  Pt, and hence P = (0; 0) as t! 1.
(3) If we set D
00
= D c(z), then D00 = (C1;  log jwj2 + logmaxf2jwj2; 2g), where
w = y=x. Thus, in the same way as (2), we can see that the positive part of D
00
is
(0C1; 0 log jwj2 + logmaxf2jwj20 ; 1g);
where 0 = log =(log    log), so that the positive part of D = D00 +c(z) is
(C0   (1   0)C1;  log jzj2 + logmaxfjzj20 ; 2g)
by Proposition 9.3.1. 
Remark 9.4.2. Let us choose ; 0; ; 0 2 R>0 such that   1, 0  1, 0 < 1 and
0 < 1. We set
M = C0 + C1; ' =   log jzj2 + logmaxf2jzj2; 2g + logmaxf02; 02jzj2g
andM = (M; '), that is,
' =
8>>>><>>>>:
  log jzj2 + log(0)2 if jzj  =;
log(0)2 if =  jzj  0=0;
log jzj2 + log(0)2 if jzj  0=0:
It is easy to see thatM is an eective arithmetic Cartier divisor of (C0 \PSH)-type
and that ddeg(M
C0






log   log  ; #
0 =
log + log0
log0   log 0
and




 # log jzj2 if jzj  =;
log(0)2 if =  jzj  0=0;
#0 log jzj2 if jzj  0=0;
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then the positive part ofM is
(#C0 + #0C1;  ):
This can be checked in the similar way as Proposition 9.4.1. For details, we leave
it to the readers. In the case where  = 0 = 1, the negative part of M is M itself,
which means that the support of the negative part contains C0 and C1 despite
C0   C1 = (z). This example also show that if the positive parts of D and D0 are P
and P
0
respectively, then the positive part of D +D
0
is not necessarily P + P
0
.
Remark 9.4.3. Let  be a positive real number. We set
 =   log jzj2 + log(jzj2 + ) and M = (C0; ):
We denote M1 by L, that is, L = (C0;  log jzj2 + log(jzj2 + 1)). It is easy to see that
M is an arithmetic Cartier divisor of (C1 \ PSH)-type, ddeg(M2) = (log() + 1)=2
and thatM is nef for   1. In particular,M is big for   1.
From now on, we fix with 0 <  < 1. By using an inequality:
log(1 + x)   log(1 + x) (x 2 R0);
we can see that L M, which means thatM is big. On the other hand,ddeg(MC0) = log() < 0;
so thatM is not nef. We set
 = ddc(log(jzj2 + )) = 
2
p 1(jzj2 + )2dz ^ dz¯;








(1) A is an R-Cartier divisor on P1Z.
(2) gA is an F1-invariant A-Green function of C1-type
on P1(C) such that ddc([gA]) + A = (deg(A)):
9>>>=>>>; ;
which is the Arakelov Chow group consisting of admissible metrics with respect
to  due to Arakelov-Faltings [7]. Let us see that the set
f(A; gA) 2 dDiv(P1Z)R j (A; gA) is nef and (0; 0)  (A; gA) Mg
have only one element (0; 0).
Indeed, let A = (A; gA) be an element of the above set. Then there are constants
a; b such that 0  a  1 and A = aM + (0; b). Since gA  , we have b  (1   a).
Thus b  0 because (1) = 0. In addition,ddeg(A
C0
) = a log() + b  0:
In particular, b  0, so that b = 0, and hence a log()  0. Thus a = 0.
This example shows that the Arakelov Chow group consisting of admissible
metrics is insucient to get the Zariski decomposition.
Finally note that L is not necessarily the positive part ofM because cvol(M) 
(log() + 1)=2 (cf. Theorem 6.6.1), cvol(L) = 2=2 and (log() + 1)=2 > 2=2 for
0 < 1    1.
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Remark 9.4.4. Let n be a positive integer and f 2 R[T] such that deg( f ) = 2n and
f (t) > 0 for all t 2 R0. It seems to be not easy to find the positive part of
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